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Abstract1

Ecological communities encompass rich diversity across multiple trophic levels. While modern coex-2

istence theory has been widely applied to understand community assembly, its traditional formalism3

only allows assembly within a single trophic level. Here, using an expanded definition of niche and4

fitness differences applicable to multitrophic communities, we study how diversity within and across5

trophic levels affects species coexistence. If each trophic level is analyzed separately, both lower-6

and higher-trophic levels are governed by the same coexistence mechanisms. In contrast, if the7

multitrophic community is analyzed as a whole, different trophic levels are governed by different8

coexistence mechanisms: coexistence at lower trophic levels is predominantly limited by fitness dif-9

ferences, whereas coexistence at higher trophic levels is predominantly limited by niche differences.10

This dichotomy in coexistence mechanisms is supported by theoretical derivations, simulations of11

phenomenological and trait-based models, and a case study of a primeval forest ecosystem. Our12

work provides a general and testable prediction of coexistence mechanism operating in multitrophic13

communities.14
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Introduction15

A fundamental characteristic of ecological complexity is that species interact within and across trophic16

levels (Beckage et al., 2011; Godoy et al., 2018). The pattern of these trophic interactions is known as17

multitrophic structure. As they dictate energy flow and nutrient cycling in an ecosystem, multitrophic18

structures are fundamental in shaping the patterns of community assembly—the construction and19

maintenance of local communities with addition of new species (Fukami, 2015; Song et al., 2021).20

Indeed, the importance of multitrophic structure has been demonstrated with mounting empirical21

evidence across a wide range of life forms (Drake, 1991; Price & Morin, 2004; Olito & Fukami, 2009;22

Song et al., 2018a; Pringle et al., 2019; Bartomeus et al., 2021). Thus, understanding how these23

multitrophic structures regulate community assembly is a central question in community ecology,24

with direct implications for conservation and restoration of natural ecosystems (Wratten et al., 2000;25

Gossner et al., 2016; Eisenhauer et al., 2019).26

Yet, our current understanding of community assembly has been mostly shaped by (often implicit)27

separation of trophic levels (Figure 1; Seibold et al. 2018). To understand community assembly,28

the most frequent approach focuses on how a new invading species affects its competitors in the29

same trophic level (Chase & Leibold, 2003; Letten et al., 2017; Shoemaker et al., 2020a). We denote30

this traditional focus (Figure 1). In contrast, another approach focuses on how this invader affects31

other species on the higher trophic level, or more generally an adjacent trophic level (Petry et al.,32

2018; Terry et al., 2021). We denote this alternative focus (Figure 1). However, such separation of33

trophic levels is not always justified because understanding each trophic level alone might not be34

sufficient to understand the entire community (Levine et al., 2017; Godoy et al., 2018; Spaak et al.,35

2021b). The inclusion of multiple trophic levels strongly affects our view of community assembly. For36

example, if an invading species excludes another species from the same or different trophic level, this37

exclusion can further affect species throughout the entire network, known as trophic cascade (Brodie38

et al., 2014; Ripple et al., 2016). In addition, many ecological properties can only be studied for the39

community as a whole, such as link-species relationships (Carpentier et al., 2021), distribution of40

biomass across trophic levels (Galiana et al., 2021), or average food-chain length (Post, 2002). Thus,41

the focus on the multitrophic community as a whole is the most relevant scale for many ecological42

questions (Figure 1).43

Despite an emergent line of theoretical frameworks on multitrophic structures (Barabás et al., 2014;44

Song et al., 2018b; Wang & Brose, 2018; Koffel et al., 2021; McPeek, 2022), modern coexistence45

theory—a key theoretical framework widely adopted by empiricists—has been an exception (Barabás46
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et al., 2018). The overarching aim of modern coexistence theory is to understand coexistence by de-47

composing it into two classes of coexistence mechanisms (Chesson, 2000; Song et al., 2019): stabilizing48

mechanisms (increasing species’ niche differences) and equalizing mechanisms (reducing species’ fit-49

ness differences). The majority of empirical studies using modern coexistence theory have primarily50

focused on a single trophic level with competition (reviewed in Barabás et al. 2018 and Buche et al.51

2022). This problem is partly due to the limitations in the theoretical framework: niche and fit-52

ness differences were not well-defined for multitrophic systems until recently (Spaak et al., 2023c).53

Specifically, in the canonical formalism of modern coexistence theory, niche differences measure the54

overlap in resource use between two competitors, while fitness differences measure the difference in55

total resource consumption as well as differences in mortality (Chesson, 1990; Chesson & Kuang,56

2008). These definitions are restricted to competitive two-species communities (Spaak et al., 2023c).57

To address this limitation, Spaak & De Laender (2020) laid the theoretical foundation to extend the58

concepts of niche and fitness differences to facilitative interactions and multi-species communities.59

This was further expanded to multitrophic communities by Spaak et al. (2021b). In these extended60

definitions, niche differences measure how similar the interspecific interactions are to the intraspecific61

interactions, while fitness differences measure how well a species would perform if all other species62

occupied exactly the same niche as the focal species (i.e., in the absence of niche differences). Box63

1 traces the historical evolution of these definitions. These new measures of niche and fitness differ-64

ences serve as a common currency to compare the direction and strength of coexistence mechanisms65

across different trophic levels.66

Despite these theoretical advancements, these works did not specifically aim for a general understand-67

ing of the expected behavior of niche and fitness differences in multitrophic assembly. We establish,68

for the first time, a null expectation of how multitrophic structures modulate ecological assembly69

within and across trophic levels in modern coexistence theory. We specifically investigate how com-70

munity composition affects species coexistence and whether the coexistence mechanisms (stabilizing71

or equalizing) vary across different trophic levels. To answer these questions, we analyze different72

groupings of the same community: the subcommunity with species at the same level only (traditional73

focus), the subcommunity with species at an adjacent trophic level only (alternative focus), and the74

whole multitrophic community at once (community focus). By calculating and comparing the ranges75

of niche and fitness differences within each trophic level across these groupings, we aim to identify the76

primary drivers of diversity within trophic levels and whether they differ across trophic levels. For77

example, if niche differences of the lower-trophic species fall within a narrow range, then the niche78

difference is not a primary constraint for coexistence, and vice versa, as niche differences explain only79
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a small part of the variation in invasion growth rates, a measure of strength of persistence (Buche80

et al., 2022). Our findings reveal that while coexistence mechanisms are consistent for species within81

a trophic level (traditional and alternative focuses), a different pattern emerges when considering82

the whole community (community focus). Specifically, the diversity of lower-trophic species is con-83

strained by fitness differences, whereas the diversity of higher-trophic species is constrained by niche84

differences. These findings are consistent in theoretical derivations, computer simulations, and em-85

pirically parameterized models. Our work provides testable theoretical expectations of coexistence86

mechanisms within and across trophic levels.87

Methods88

Population dynamics of multitrophic communities89

We consider communities with two trophic levels in the main text (see Appendix D for three trophic90

levels). We assume a Lotka-Volterra model,91

1
N

(1)
i

dN (1)
i

dt = µ
(1)
i −

lower-trophic∑
j

A
(11)
ij N

(1)
j −

higher-trophic∑
k

A
(12)
ik N

(2)
k , (1)

1
N

(2)
l

dN (2)
l

dt = − µ(2)
l +

lower-trophic∑
j

A
(21)
lj N

(1)
j −

higher-trophic∑
k

A
(22)
lk N

(2)
k , (2)

Lower-trophic species

Higher-trophic species Intrinsic growth rate

Within-trophic Between-trophic

92

where the superscripts (1) and (2) refer to the trophic level, the subscript i and j refer to the lower-93

trophic species, while k and l refer to the higher-trophic species. N
(1)
i is the density of species i94

in the lower trophic level, N (2)
l is the density of species l from the higher trophic level, µ(1)

i and95

µ
(2)
l denote the intrinsic growth rates in the lower- and intrinsic mortality rates in the higher-trophic96

species. Similarly, A(11), A(12), A(21) and A(22) denote the interaction matrices between and within the97

respective trophic levels. A(11) and A(22) capture all interactions with other, not explicitly mentioned,98

trophic levels, e.g. resources (MacArthur, 1970), higher trophic levels (Chesson & Kuang, 2008) and99

generally all within-trophic interactions such as competition for space (Shoemaker et al., 2020b),100

breeding opportunities, and other direct species interactions (Kawatsu et al., 2021). The results from101

the Lotka-Volterra model can be translated to the Jacobian matrix approach (May, 1972; Allesina &102

Tang, 2012; Song & Saavedra, 2018b) or the more general non-parametric approach (Munch et al.,103
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2023; Medeiros et al., 2023) under certain assumptions (Song & Saavedra, 2021).104

Definition of niche and fitness differences105

Niche and fitness differences measure how robust coexistence is (Box 1). Within the framework of106

modern coexistence theory, coexistence is commonly defined through the invasion criterion (Grainger107

et al., 2019), which states that if all species increase in abundance when they are rare, then species108

coexist. However, the invasion criteria do not always guarantee coexistence in multispecies com-109

munities (Barabás et al., 2018; Pande et al., 2020; Hofbauer & Schreiber, 2022). Thus, in addition110

to the invasion criterion, here we require stable coexistence to satisfy feasibility (i.e., equilibrium111

abundance of all species is positive) and dynamical stability (i.e., community returns to equilibrium112

after a small perturbation). In all of our analyses (theory, simulation, and empirically parameterized113

models), we have checked that the analyzed communities satisfy both criteria of coexistence.114

Niche and fitness differences have multiple definitions under the umbrella of modern coexistence115

theory (Chesson, 2003; Adler et al., 2007; Carroll et al., 2011; Godoy et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016;116

Saavedra et al., 2017; Carmel et al., 2017; Bimler et al., 2018; Spaak & De Laender, 2020) for a review117

see Spaak et al. (2023c). Here, we adopt the definition proposed by Spaak & De Laender (2020)118

with adjustments made by Spaak et al. (2021b). This definition is currently the only one that can119

operate on multi-species and multitrophic communities and agrees with an intuitive understanding120

of facilitation or competition (Spaak et al., 2023c). While this definition is more general, we limit121

our focus to the Lotka-Volterra community model. As we focus on different groupings of the same122

community, we describe the computation of niche and fitness differences based on a Lotka-Volterra123

community model given by 1
Xi

dXi
dt = Mi − BijXj , where Xi denotes the species density, B the124

interaction matrix, and Mi the intrinsic growth rate. Depending on the current focal community,125

the interaction matrix B is given by B = A(11) − A(12)
(
A(22)

)−1
A(21) if the lower trophic level126

is considered, B = A(22) + A(21)
(
A(11)

)−1
A(12) if the higher trophic level is considered and B =127 A(11) A(12)

A(21) A(22)

 if the entire community is considered (Appendix B).128

The computation of niche and fitness differences is based on invasion growth rates—the species129

i growth rate while invading the resident community at equilibrium. We denote the equilibrium130

X(−i,∗) = (B−i,−i)−1M−i, where B−i,−i and M−i are the interaction matrix and intrinsic growth131

rates with row and/or column i removed. With this notation the invasion growth rate ri is given132

by Mi −
∑
j BijX

(−i,∗)
j . To normalize niche and fitness differences, the invasion growth rate ri is133
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compared to two hypothetical invasion growth rates. The first one is the intrinsic growth rate Mi,134

which is the invasion growth rate if species i did not interact with other species (i.e., Bij = 0 for all135

j). The second one is the no-niche growth rate ηi, which is the hypothetical invasion growth rate of136

species i if all other species occupied the same niche as species i, consequentially, they would also137

have the same trophic level. However, changing Bij to Bii does not only change the niche of species138

j, but also the fitness of species j (Chu & Adler, 2015). The no-niche growth rate ηi is therefore the139

growth rate if we set Bij = cijBii, where cij =
√

BjjBij
BiiBji

is the conversion factor converting species i140

to species j (see Spaak & De Laender 2021 for a detailed derivation).141

Given these three invasion growth rates (µi, ri and ηi), the niche difference Ni and fitness difference142

Fi are143

Ni =
ri − ηi

Mi − ηi
; Fi = −

ηi

Mi − ηi
. (3)

Invasion growth rate No-niche growth

Intrinsic growth rate
144

This definition is ecologically intuitive, as it maps three cases: Focusing on niche difference, Ni > 1145

implies that species i interspecific and intraspecific interactions differ in sign, i.e. benefits from the146

presence of other species (i.e. Mi < ri; Spaak & De Laender 2020), while Ni < 0 implies that147

interspecific interactions are stronger (negative) than intraspecific interactions (i.e., ηi > ri; Ke &148

Letten 2018). Then focusing on fitness difference, Fi > 1 implies that species depend on other species149

such as predation interactions (i.e., Mi < 0; Spaak et al. 2021b), while Fi < 1 implies that a species150

can grow in the absence of other species (i.e., Mi > 0; Spaak et al. 2021b). Finally, a species has151

a positive invasion growth rate if its niche difference overcomes its fitness difference (i.e. Ni > Fi;152

Adler et al. 2007; Chesson 2000) and without intra-specific facilitation (i.e., Mi > ηi; Spaak et al.153

2021b). A conceptual diagram mapping these cases can be found in Spaak et al. (2021b).154

Importantly, niche or fitness differences are only comparable among species within the same trophic155

level, rather than across different levels. In all of our analyses, we have strictly restricted the com-156

parison of niche or fitness differences among species in the same trophic level. Box 1 provides an157

in-depth explanation of this nuanced but fundamental issue.158
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Formalizing different perspectives on multitrophic assembly159

We compute niche and fitness differences for different groupings of the same community: The tradi-160

tional focus considers the trophic level in which a new species invades, the alternative focus looks at161

the adjacent trophic level, and the community focus examines all trophic levels simultaneously.162

For the community focus, we can directly compute niche and fitness differences (Eqn. 3) of the com-163

munity model (Eqn. 1 and 2). However, for the traditional and alternative focuses, we treat species164

of adjacent trophic levels as limiting factors, which are a generalization of resources (MacArthur,165

1970; Chesson & Kuang, 2008). As niche and fitness differences are calculated from three growth166

rates evaluated at steady states, we solve these equations by setting the growth rates of the species167

in adjacent trophic levels to 0. This approach is mathematically equivalent to using timescale sep-168

aration from the MacArthur resource model (MacArthur, 1970; O’Dwyer, 2018). A key ecological169

difference, though, is that we do not assume that different trophic levels have different intrinsic time170

scales of ecological processes, rather we only compute growth rates after a steady state is reached.171

To compute niche and fitness differences for only the lower trophic level (traditional focus), we apply172

the methods of niche and fitness differences to the effective Lotka-Volterra dynamics (Appendix B,173

Eqn. S13):174

1
N (1)

dN (1)

dt
=
(
µ(1) −A(12)(A(22))−1µ(2)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Effective intrinsic growth µ

−
(
A(11) +A(12)(A(22))−1A(21)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Effective interaction B

N (1) (4)

where A(12), A(22), A(21) and A(11) are the interaction matrices between the corresponding trophic175

levels, µ(1) and µ(2) are the vectors of intrinsic growth rates for the lower and higher trophic level,176

and N (1) is the vector of densities of higher-trophic species (see Appendix B for higher trophic level).177

Theoretical predictions of how community assembly affects coexistence178

For tractability of the theoretical derivations, we operate under the most simplifying assumption179

that the strength of all inter-specific interactions is identical (i.e., A(11)
ij = A

(12)
ik = A

(21)
lj = A

(22)
lk = a180

for i 6= j and l 6= k) and the strength of all intra-specific interactions are set to be 1 (i.e., A(11)
ii =181

A
(22)
ll = 1). Similarly, we assumed that all intrinsic growth rates of basal species are identical (i.e.,182

µ
(1)
i = µ(1)) and that all mortality rates of species in the higher trophic level are identical (i.e.183

µ
(2)
l = µ(2)). Given these assumptions, we then analytically compute niche and fitness differences184

for all three focuses. To verify these analytical derivations, we perform simulations using the slightly185
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weakened assumptions where all inter-specific interaction strengths are drawn from some independent186

and identical distribution (i.e., A(11)
ij , A(12)

ik , A(21)
lj , A

(22)
lk ∼ N (0.3, 0.1)).187

Robustness of assembly patterns188

To test the generality of our analytic arguments, we relax these assumptions with two approaches,189

corresponding to high and low dimensional niche spaces. The first approach, high dimensional niche190

space, is based on random matrix theory, which posits that interspecific interaction strengths are191

drawn from some random distribution. The ecological justification of this approach is that species in-192

teractions emerge from a high-dimensional space of ecological traits (Barbier et al., 2021). In this ap-193

proach, we explore a range of scenarios through a factorial combination of parameters. This includes194

considering various types of random distributions (e.g., uniform and normal), different mean interac-195

tion strengths (e.g., E[A(11)
ij ] = 0.1, 0.3, . . .), the possibility of decreasing mean interaction strengths196

with increased species richness (e.g., E[A(11)
ij ] ∼ 1/

√
S), different variations in interaction strength197

(e.g., Var[A(11)
ij ] = 0.01, 0.02, . . .), and variations in trophic efficiency (i.e., E[A(12)

ik ] = eE[A(21)
lj ] with198

e < 1). These assumptions are standard practice in parameterizing the Lotka-Volterra model (Bunin,199

2017; Serván et al., 2018; Song et al., 2021; Akjouj et al., 2022; Gibbs et al., 2022). Detailed descrip-200

tions of our parameterization methods are provided in Appendix B.201

The second approach, low dimensional niche space, is based on a trait-based mechanistic model.202

In this approach, we focused on communities characterized by a single trait, such as body size,203

encompassing both lower and higher trophic species. Then interaction strengths between species204

are derived mechanistically from the MacArthur model (Macarthur & Levins, 1967). This approach205

provides complementary information from the random matrix approach. The details of this model206

are provided in Appendix B.207

Assembly in empirical food webs208

Finally, we compared our theoretical and simulation results to a vertebrate food web of the Bia lowieża209

forest in northeast Poland (Jedrzejewska & Jedrzejewski, 1998). Bia lowieża is the last old-growth210

temperate primeval forest in Europe, characterized by a continental climate with Atlantic influ-211

ence. Predator diets are investigated within two main periods: winter (October–March) and summer212

(April–September). The food web data were collected between 1985 and 1996. The food webs in213

summer and winter share 17 predators and 72 preys. Full details about the study area and the food214
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web can be found in Jedrzejewska & Jedrzejewski (1998).215

Previous modeling work on these vertebrate food webs (Saavedra et al., 2016; Sauve & Barraquand,216

2020) has adopted a special form of Lotka-Volterra dynamics,217

1
N

(1)
i

dN (1)
i

dt = µ
(1)
i −A

(11)
ii N

(1)
i −

∑
l

γil

ml
N

(2)
l , (5)

1
N

(2)
l

dN (2)
l

dt = −µ(2)
l −A

(22)
ll N

(2)
l + e

∑
i

γil

ml

N
(1)
i , (6)

Discovery rate

Coefficient of conversion Body mass of predator
218

where e denotes the conversion efficiency, and the predation rate is modeled as the ratio of the219

discovery rate (γil) to the body mass of the predator (ml).220

Sauve & Barraquand (2020) parameterized this food web using the rich empirical knowledge of the221

community, which we briefly summarize. The conversion efficiency e is set to be 0.1. The intrinsic222

growth rate (µ(1)
i ) is estimated based on the metabolic scaling law (µ(1)

i ∝ m
−1/4
i where mi is the223

body mass of prey i) (Savage et al., 2004), and the proportionality constant is dependent on the224

taxonomic group. The intraspecific competition rate of the prey (A(11)
ii ) is estimated using observed225

carrying capacities (A(11)
ii = µ

(1)
i

N
(1)∗
i

, where N (1)∗
i is the observed carrying capacity). The predation226

strength γil is estimated from the intake of prey species i by an individual predator l over an average227

year (Rooney et al., 2006; Baudrot et al., 2016). The baseline mortality rate (µ(2)
l ) is estimated as228

the inverse of their maximum longevity (µ(2)
l =

(
L

(2)
l

)−1
, where L(2)

l is the maximum longevity of229

species l) (de Magalhaes et al., 2005). The density-dependent mortality (A(22)
ll ) is estimated based230

on natural history observations that the year-round average of predator biomass densities is a fair231

proxy of the number of individuals that the Bia lowieża Forest can sustain under pristine conditions232

(Jedrzejewska & Jedrzejewski, 1998). The empirically parameterized dynamics have successfully233

reproduced a quantitative match to the observed patterns. Full details can be found in Sauve &234

Barraquand (2020).235

We simulate community dynamics using the parameterized food webs. Species without a positive236

invasion growth rate, as well as those that were excluded, were removed from the analysis. This237

simplification was necessary because computing niche and fitness differences in such complex com-238

munities is challenging (Spaak & Schreiber, 2023a). Specifically, 4 out of 115 species were removed in239

the summer community, and 3 out of 93 were removed in the winter community. We then compute240
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niche and fitness differences for the remaining species. By determining the range of these values241

within each trophic level, we could identify whether niche or fitness differences were the primary242

limiting factors for diversity within that level. For example, a narrow range of niche differences243

among lower trophic species would suggest that niche difference is not a major constraint on their244

coexistence.245

Results246

Theoretical predictions of how community assembly affects coexistence247

Here we establish theoretical expectations on how community assembly affects its coexistence and248

what are the driving coexistence mechanisms, assuming all inter-specific interactions are equally249

strong (see appendix A for derivation). We first examine how assembly (addition of new species) in250

one trophic level affects coexistence within that same level (traditional focus in Figure 1). Higher251

species richness within a trophic level increases fitness differences among species (Figure 2 D,J),252

but does not affect their niche differences (Figure 2 A,G). This pattern holds across all trophic253

levels (Appendix B) and generalizes the earlier findings by Spaak et al. (2021a) for multitrophic254

communities. A heuristic explanation is that fitness differences reflect the competitive strength of a255

focal species relative to its competitors, and increase with the number of competitors, while niche256

differences compare the niche of a focal species to the average niche of its competitors and are257

unaffected by species richness (Spaak et al., 2021a).258

We then examine how assembly in one trophic level affects the coexistence of the adjacent trophic259

level (alternative focus in Figure 1). Increasing species richness in a trophic level reduces niche260

differences (Figure 2B & H) and fitness differences (Figure 2E & K) of the adjacent trophic level.261

A heuristic explanation behind this pattern is that the effective interaction between species in the262

focal trophic level is a combination of actual inter-trophic interactions (i.e., A(11) for the lower263

trophic), and interactions stemming from (apparent) competition (i.e., A(12)
(
A(22)

)−1
A(21) for the264

lower trophic; Eqn. 4). Our parametrization assumes that species in the focal trophic level have on265

average identical interactions with all species from the adjacent trophic level, making the (apparent)266

competition term for these species independent of the species pair (i.e., A(12)
(
A(22)

)−1
A(21) is the267

same for all species and the same for inter- and intra-specific interactions). Moreover, increasing268

species richness in the adjacent level increases the strength of (apparent) competition, making it269

more species-independent and decreasing niche and fitness differences. More careful mathematical270

analysis shows that increasing species richness has a stronger effect on niche differences than on271
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fitness differences; specifically, the rate of change of fitness differences is (1 − 1/n1) times that of272

niche differences (Appendix A), where n1 represents the number of species at the lower trophic level.273

Therefore, coexistence becomes less likely, as niche differences decrease faster than fitness differences,274

i.e., the distance to the coexistence boundary, Ni−Fi decreases. This difference is most pronounced275

when communities have few species.276

Lastly, we analyze the community-level effects of assembly on coexistence by computing niche and277

fitness differences for all species in a community simultaneously (community focus in Figure 1). For278

lower-trophic species, we find that increasing species richness, either of the higher or lower trophic279

level, does not affect niche differences of the lower-trophic species (Figure 2C & I), but increases280

their fitness differences (Figure 2F & L and Appendix D). Intuitively, niche differences are a weighted281

average of the pairwise niche differences that a species has with the other species (Spaak et al., 2021a),282

which is not affected by species richness for lower-trophic species. In contrast, fitness differences are283

the weighted sum of the pair-wise fitness differences (Spaak et al., 2023c), which increase with higher284

species richness as the sum has more terms.285

Then focusing on higher trophic species, we find that increasing species richness decreases both niche286

(Figure 2C & I) and fitness differences (Figure 2F & L) of the higher trophic level. Intuitively,287

increasing species richness of the higher trophic level decreases the total biomass of the lower trophic288

level due to increased predation, but increases the total biomass of the higher trophic level due to289

overyielding known from biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationship (Loreau & Hector, 2001;290

Loreau, 2004; Bannar-Martin et al., 2018). Therefore, increasing species richness in the higher291

trophic level decreases niche differences of the higher trophic level, as more interspecific interactions292

are competitive (low niche difference) and fewer interactions are predation (high niche differences).293

Interestingly, increasing the species richness at the lower trophic level also decreases niche differences294

at the higher trophic level. This is because the higher species richness of the lower trophic level295

increases the biomass of the lower trophic level due to overyielding, it even more strongly increases296

the total biomass of the higher trophic level due to predation. Therefore, a random interaction with297

another species is more likely to be competitive than to be a predator-prey interaction. The fitness298

differences are driven by total biomass, which increases with both increasing species richness of the299

lower and of the higher trophic level. However, for the higher trophic level, this implies a decrease300

in species richness, as fitness differences exceed 1.301

We have seen that the higher and lower trophic levels behave similarly if analyzed by the traditional302

and alternative focus. Conversely, the community focus reveals differences between trophic levels.303
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Specifically, community composition affects fitness differences of the lower-trophic level, but does304

not affect their niche differences. Conversely, increasing species richness in the higher trophic level305

strongly, affected niche differences of the higher trophic level (Fig. 2 F), while other changes in306

community composition had relatively small effects on niche and fitness differences of the higher307

trophic level (Fig. 2 C, I and L). These results prove that a holistic understanding of multi-trophic308

assembly can only be achieved via the community focus. Thus, we only focus on the community309

focus in the following sections.310

Robustness of assembly patterns311

Theory predicts that fitness differences govern coexistence in the lower trophic level, while niche312

differences govern coexistence in the higher trophic level. However, these results are based on some313

oversimplifying assumptions of the interaction strength. To substantiate the robustness of these314

patterns, we relaxed these assumptions with two additional approaches corresponding to higher315

realism. In the first approach, we assumed random species interactions corresponding to a high316

dimensional niche space. In the second approach, we assumed that species interactions are governed317

by one underlying trait.318

We quantify the ranges of niche or fitness differences among species during assembly (i.e., the range of319

values in the vertical axis in Figure 2). The ranges allow us to identify the key operating coexistence320

mechanism in multitrophic assembly. Specifically, a narrow range of niche or fitness variation in as-321

sembly indicates that it is not a limiting factor for species coexistence, and vice versa. As community322

focus is the most holistic view, we show the patterns for the community focus. Figure 3 (random323

interactions) and Figure S2 (trait-based interactions) both confirm that diversity at lower (respec-324

tively higher) trophic is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences. Additional325

simulations with alternative assumptions also confirm the same result (Appendix C). Collectively,326

these extensive analyses and consistent results reinforce the robustness of these coexistence patterns327

in multitrophic assembly.328

Assembly in empirical food webs329

Finally, we confront our predictions with empirically parameterized models. We compute the niche330

and fitness differences of each species during both the summer and winter seasons of the empirical331

data (Figure 4). All species of the lower trophic level have comparable niche differences, while fitness332

differences span a broad range. Conversely, all species of the higher trophic level have comparable333

fitness differences, but niche differences span a wider range. These trophic-specific patterns are ob-334
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served across both seasons and align with our theoretical prediction (Figure 3): diversity at the lower335

(respectively higher) trophic level is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences.336

Additionally, niche differences of lower trophic species remain largely constant across seasons, while337

their fitness differences generally increase from summer to winter. Conversely, fitness differences of338

higher trophic species remain largely constant, while their niche differences generally increase from339

summer to winter (Appendix E).340

Discussion341

Our work has filled a gap in modern coexistence theory on the null expectation of multitrophic342

assembly. Specifically, we have studied how changes in species richness in one trophic level would343

affect the coexistence of other trophic levels or the community as a whole. We have established344

a baseline expectation of coexistence mechanisms in multitrophic assembly: diversity in lower-level345

trophics is primarily constrained by fitness differences, while diversity in higher-level trophics is346

primarily constrained by niche differences. This insight is based on theoretical derivations, computer347

simulations and empirically parameterized models.348

Our findings show that increasing species richness within a trophic level makes coexistence less349

robust due to increased fitness differences and unaffected niche differences. Similarly, increasing350

species richness in an adjacent trophic level reduces coexistence because niche differences decrease351

more than fitness differences. This result is consistent with previous theoretical studies arguing that352

increasing species richness decreases coexistence (Gardner & Ashby, 1970; May, 1972; Allesina &353

Tang, 2015; Spaak et al., 2021a). Notably, it differs from previous empirical findings that the inclusion354

of a higher-trophic species only affects fitness differences of the lower-trophic species, not their niche355

differences (Petry et al., 2018; Terry et al., 2021). This discrepancy may stem from the inclusion of356

more than one higher-trophic species in our study, which is typical in natural communities.357

Our theoretical predictions align with observed empirical patterns in predator-prey communities from358

a primeval forest. In both summer and winter seasons, diversity at the lower trophic level is primarily359

constrained by fitness differences, while diversity at the higher trophic level is primarily constrained360

by niche differences. In addition, the different proportions of lower-trophic species have shifted niche361

and fitness differences in directions that match our theoretical predictions. This case study serves as362

a proof-of-concept, demonstrating how our theoretical results can be tested and reveal new insights363

from empirical data. Of course, it is unclear how generalizable this case study might be. We advocate364
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taking our results as null expectations. Any deviation from these baselines could potentially signal365

the presence of more complex ecological structures and mechanisms in the natural world.366

While we have exclusively focused on two-trophic communities in the main text, we have expanded our367

analysis to include three-trophic communities (Appendix D). Analytic derivation becomes intractable368

with the inclusion of an additional trophic level, hence, we opted for a numerical simulation approach.369

Patterns observed in three-trophic communities have remained qualitatively similar to those observed370

in two-trophic communities. Given the absence of quantitatively parameterized data for three-trophic371

communities, we have focused on testing the prediction about the distribution of species richness372

across trophic levels.373

Our results are not possible without recent advancements in the theoretical foundation of modern374

coexistence theory, which allows for analyzing the coexistence of complex multitrophic communities.375

The traditional measure of niche and fitness differences in modern coexistence theory was constrained376

to two-species competitive communities (Chesson, 1990, 2013; Godoy & Levine, 2014). The incor-377

poration of additional trophic levels has usually been accomplished through trophic separation. For378

instance, Chesson & Kuang (2008) studied a tri-trophic community by examining the coexistence of379

two competing species within the same trophic level. Unfortunately, this theoretical constraint has380

curtailed the capacity of modern co-existence theory to analyze empirical data (reviewed in Buche381

et al. 2022). To address this limitation, Spaak & De Laender (2020) generalized the classical mea-382

sure of niche and fitness differences to communities with multiple species and facilitative interactions.383

Additionally, Spaak et al. (2021b) expanded the measure to include communities with predation in-384

teractions. Nevertheless, these methodologies remained restricted to communities with a relatively385

low number of species. To address this limitation, Spaak & Schreiber (2023b) further advanced the386

approach to analyze species-rich communities. Building upon the extended theoretical foundation,387

Spaak et al. (2021a) have shown that fitness difference, not niche difference, limits coexistence in a388

single trophic level. In this line, we have generalized previous results on horizontal communities to389

multitrophic communities.390

In addition to modern coexistence theory, there exist other theoretical frameworks capable of studying391

multitrophic assembly. Modern coexistence theory primarily uses invasibility to study coexistence.392

In contrast, other theoretical frameworks delve into various aspects of coexistence: random matrix393

theory focuses on perturbations of species abundances (Allesina et al., 2015), sensitivity analysis fo-394

cuses on infinitesimal perturbations of model parameters (Barabás et al., 2014), and the structuralist395

approach focuses on large perturbations of intrinsic growth rates (Song & Saavedra, 2018a). These396
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approaches are highly complementary to each other. Beyond these phenomenological approaches,397

an alternative approach is mechanistic modeling, where all coefficients are determined by biological398

details. For instance, McPeek (2022), while also using invasibility as a criterion for coexistence, has399

modeled multitrophic assembly via a fully mechanistic approach. We posit that integrating phe-400

nomenological and mechanistic approaches can offer a more holistic understanding of multitrophic401

assembly (Letten et al., 2017).402

Overall, we argue that studying the entire multitrophic structure is essential to understanding the403

mechanisms that sustain biodiversity in nature. This perspective is not new and has previously404

been championed (Beckage et al., 2011; Godoy et al., 2018). However, it is unclear a priori whether405

coexistence mechanisms should differ from one trophic level to another. Here, we have found that406

traditional or alternative approaches — focusing only on a horizontal sub-community in a multi-407

trophic community — would lead to incorrect identification of coexistence mechanisms. Thus, only408

by incorporating multitrophic structures can modern coexistence theory fulfill its promise as a truly409

unifying framework. We hope that our work will stimulate more empirical tests on multitrophic410

assembly using modern coexistence theory in the future.411

Limitations and future work412

The null expectations we established are predicated on simplified representations of natural com-413

munities. Here, we identify three areas in which we could further integrate ecological complexity,414

particularly from the field of food webs, into the null model:415

First, we have adopted a simple trophic network structure. Our findings are generalizable to tri-416

trophic communities (Appendix D). However, we have not considered omnivory, given that all species417

in our null model belong to a specific trophic level. In addition, we assume each species interacted not418

only with each species from the adjacent trophic levels but also with every species at the same trophic419

level. While such a simplified network is for the tractability of model analysis and underscores the420

prevailing practices of traditional and alternative focuses, empirical networks typically incorporate421

a significant degree of omnivory and exhibit sparsity of species interactions (Pimm et al., 1991;422

Holt & Bonsall, 2017). Food web theory has provided various approaches to model the structure423

of food webs. Just to name a few, niche-based approach (Williams & Martinez, 2000), allometric-424

(Otto et al., 2007) and phylogenetic-based approach (Cattin et al., 2004), and integrative approaches425

(Allesina et al., 2008; Rohr et al., 2010; McCann, 2011; Lafferty et al., 2015). Incorporating these426

realistic structures of food webs is challenging for analytic tractability, but should be achievable with427
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simulations (Spaak & De Laender, 2021; Spaak et al., 2023b). A caveat in that case, though, is that428

the trophic level is not clearly defined. We hypothesize that many species with identical trophic429

identities (i.e., same resources and same predators) will make coexistence in the food web less likely.430

Similarly, we hypothesize that composition will affect fitness differences of lower-trophic species, but431

niche differences of higher-trophic species.432

Second, we have simplified the distribution of species interactions. For example, we have assumed433

that trophic interactions are derived from some independent and identical distribution. However, food434

web theory and empirical data indicate that their interaction strengths are typically characterized435

by many weak interactions and a few strong ones (McCann et al., 1998; Neutel et al., 2002, 2007;436

Wootton & Stouffer, 2016). To more accurately represent this, we may model these interactions437

with the constraints of food web motifs (Bascompte et al., 2005; Baiser et al., 2016; Losapio et al.,438

2021; Song et al., 2023). In addition to modeling trophic interactions, we also need to model within-439

trophic ones. However, we lack a comprehensive understanding of trophic interaction strength in440

empirical communities. This is mainly due to the challenges in measuring them empirically. For441

example, Kawatsu et al. (2021) found that roughly a fourth of all species interactions were not442

driven by trophic interactions. Furthermore, Spaak et al. (2023b) found that predation was much443

more important than resource competition in simulated plankton communities, but they did not444

include any within-trophic interactions.445

Third, our analysis is based on the Lotka-Volterra model. This model only captures linear species446

interactions. However, non-linear species interactions are ubiquitous in multitrophic communities447

(Novak & Stouffer, 2021; Abrams, 2022; Coblentz et al., 2023). To address this limitation, a promising448

solution is to integrate with the generalized modeling approach, which allows a holistic understanding449

of food webs with nonlinear interactions (Gross et al., 2009; Lade & Gross, 2012). In addition to450

non-linear interaction, there is also potential for higher-order interactions (Mickalide & Kuehn, 2019;451

Kleinhesselink et al., 2022; Gibbs et al., 2022). However, it is not straightforward to extend our452

theory to include nonlinear functional responses or higher-order interactions. With these dynamics,453

a community can have multiple stable equilibria with all species coexisting (Barabás et al., 2018;454

AlAdwani & Saavedra, 2020). This renders invasion growth rate, consequently niche and fitness455

differences, ill-defined. Nonetheless, recent advancements in invasion graph theory hold potential for456

overcoming this challenge (Serván & Allesina, 2021; Song et al., 2021; Hofbauer & Schreiber, 2022;457

Spaak & Schreiber, 2023b).458
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Traditional focus

Alternative focus

Invader
species

Community focus

Figure 1: Different perspectives on multitrophic assembly. We consider a hypothetical, two-
trophic community with 3 lower-trophic species and 2 higher-trophic species. Traditionally, we study
the impact of an invader or increased species richness on the invaded trophic level (Traditional focus).
This effect is usually negative due to heightened competition for resources or predator pressure.
Alternatively, we may be interested in how an invader affects an adjacent trophic level (Alternative
focus). However, it is yet unclear if the impact of invaders on the entire community (Community
focus) can change our understanding of the assembly processes. The clip-arts are obtained from
Adobe Stock.
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Figure 2: How species richness affects niche and fitness differences. The solid line represents
the mean of niche and fitness differences across all species within the respective trophic level. The
shaded region around the solid line denotes the 95% percentile range, indicating the variability in
niche and fitness differences across species. The first two rows show a change in lower-trophic species
richness, while the last two rows show a change in higher-trophic species richness. According to
the traditional focus (the first column), increasing species richness does not affect niche differences,
but increases fitness differences. According to the alternative focus (the second column), increasing
species richness decreases both niche and fitness differences, whereas the effect on niche differences
is slightly stronger. Finally, according to the community focus (the third column), niche differences
of the lower-trophic species are not affected, while fitness differences of the lower-trophic species
increase. Both niche and fitness differences of the higher-trophic species decrease with increasing
species richness. Note that y-axes have drastically different ranges, indicating different magnitudes
of the effects.
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Lower trophic Higher trophic

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Fitness
difference

Niche
difference

Range of values across species

Figure 3: Diversity at lower (respectively higher) trophic is primarily constrained by
fitness (respectively niche) differences. To validate the generality of our analytic results, we
adopted a full-factorial simulation approach by relaxing various assumptions (see Methods for de-
tails). The horizontal axis quantifies the range of values in niche or fitness differences across species
throughout assembly (i.e., ranges of values in the y-axis in Figure 2). A smaller value indicates
that species do not differ much in their niche or fitness difference. The vertical dashed line rep-
resents the baseline of no difference. The box plots show the distribution of these ranges across
different simulation scenarios. Despite adopting more relaxed and realistic conditions, the observed
trends closely mirror our analytical predictions. For lower-trophic species (denoted in yellow), a
higher proportion of lower-trophic species shows an almost null impact on their niche differentiation
(Upper Left) but a strong increase in fitness disparity (Lower Left). Conversely, for higher-trophic
species (denoted in blue), the trend is reversed, with their niche differences becoming higher and
fitness differences remaining almost constant. These findings further confirm that species diversity
in trophic levels is constrained by contrasting coexistence mechanisms. Simulations have consid-
ered a full factorial combination of all parameters: different species richness (S = 5, 10, 15), differ-
ent mean interaction strength (E[A] = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.5), different variance in interaction strength
(Var[A] = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03), different energy efficiency (s = 0.1, 0.5, 1).
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Figure 4: Patterns of niche and fitness differences in a seasonal food web. We analyzed
a thoroughly surveyed and parametrized food web from a primeval forest, calculating the niche
and fitness differences for each species during both the summer (represented in green) and winter
(represented in silver) seasons. For species at the lower trophic level (left column), niche differences
remain relatively constant (Panel A), while fitness differences exhibit a wide range (Panel C). In
contrast, for species at higher trophic levels (right column), niche differences vary widely (Panel B),
while fitness differences remain relatively constant (Panel D). These patterns hold true across both
seasons and align with our theoretical predictions. When comparing these patterns across seasons,
we observe that the fitness differences of lower trophic species generally increase from summer to
winter (Panel C), while the niche differences of higher trophic species generally increase (Panel D).
This pattern also aligns with our theoretical predictions, as the food web in summer has relatively
more lower-trophic species compared to winter.
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Box 1: A brief summary of modern coexistence theory for multitrophic commu-

nities

The Competitive Exclusion Principle, as proposed by Gause, asserts that two species

occupying the same niche cannot coexist (Gause, 1932; Hardin, 1960). However, many species

are observed to coexist even when they appear to occupy very similar niches within restricted

niche spaces (Hutchinson, 1959). The root of the apparent contradiction is that the precise

definition and measurable characteristics of a ‘niche’ remain ambiguous (Vandermeer, 1972;

Godsoe, 2010; Pocheville, 2015; Sales et al., 2021).

To address this fundamental challenge, modern coexistence theory does not attempt to

directly measure the niche of a species. Instead, it emphasizes the degree to which the

niches of two species differ, termed as the niche difference. In its original design, it only

applied to two species competing for shared resources (Chesson, 1990) or to shared predators

(Chesson & Kuang, 2008). As the overlap between resources or “predators” ranges from 0 to

1, niche difference also ranges from 0 to 1. In a similar spirit, fitness differences describes the

proportionate consumption of resources by one species in relation to another. Over time, due

to their intuitive nature and wide applicability, the concepts of niche and fitness differences

are only interpreted phenomenologically and thus detached from their initial ties to resource

competition (Carroll et al., 2011; Godoy & Levine, 2014).

In empirical research, ecologists stumbled upon natural communities where the original

formulations of these concepts were inapplicable. For instance, negative niche differences

or facilitation renders the computation of niche differences impossible. As a result, these

communities were typically excluded from analysis (Germain et al., 2016; Godoy & Levine,

2014; Narwani et al., 2013). This theoretical limitation greatly reduced the applicability

of modern coexistence theory in empirical studies. To address this gap, recent theoretical

developments have reinterpreted negative niche differences as stronger interspecific than

intraspecific competition (Ke & Letten, 2018), and facilitation as niche differences exceeding

1 (Spaak & De Laender, 2020). Consequently, niche differences ceased to be tied to specific

niche dimensions (e.g., nitrogen availability, water usage, or root depth). Building upon

that, recent theoretical work has developed a more abstract construct of niche difference,

firmly grounded in mathematical rigor, to quantify the deviation of a focal species’ niche
468
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from that of its competitors (Spaak & De Laender, 2020; Spaak et al., 2021b). These new

theoretical advances are natural generalizations of the original formulations, as they produce

identical results when applied to two species competing for resources. Yet, when applied to

more complex communities, they can lead to new insight. For example, Spaak et al. (2023d)

derived a null expectation for the effect of species richness, Spaak et al. (2023a) and Spaak

et al. (2023d) applied these methods to trait-based phytoplankton and zooplankton models

with non-linear species interactions.

These new formulations allow us to understand how much niches differ, without the imperative

to precisely define the niche or its specific dimensions. This is especially important given

our current lack of understanding regarding the exact nature of relevant niche dimensions.

It is unclear whether biodiversity in nature is driven by resource competition (Tilman,

1982), predator-prey interactions (Janzen, 1970; Connell, 1971), environmental fluctuations

(Chesson, 1994), or even by stochasticity (Hubbell, 2001). For example, the limiting factor for

the persistence of a predator might not be the strong resource overlap with another predator,

but simply the low availability of its prey, which might be driven by competition at a lower

trophic level.

While we have a mathematical framework for modern coexistence theory in multi-trophic com-

munities (Spaak et al., 2021b), there remains a core challenge in its ecological interpretation.

Predators and prey inhabit distinct niches, potentially spanning different niche dimensions. It

is pertinent to question what niche and fitness differences truly represent in a multi-trophic

community. For any focal species, the definition of niche difference compares the actual growth

rate of the species to two hypothetical ones. These hypothetical rates are computed under the

scenarios when all other species on the same trophic level as the focal species have either no

or complete niche overlap with the focal species. Therefore, we do not compare the niche of a

prey with that of a predator. Instead, we study how the niche of one predator differs from the

niche space occupied by the rest of the community, i.e., the niche of a predator is compared

to the niche of other predators while the niche of a prey is compared to the niche of other

preys. Fitness differences are compared in the same vein. In sum, we sidestep comparisons

of niche or fitness differences across trophic levels, and strictly restricted the comparison of

niche differences among species in the same trophic level. With this nuanced interpretation,
469
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we build, for the first time, a null expectation for how trophic composition affects niche and

fitness differences.
470
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\linenumbers
\section*{Abstract}
Ecological communities encompass rich diversity across multiple trophic levels. While modern coexistence theory has been widely applied to understand community assembly, its traditional formalism only allows assembly within a single trophic level. Here, using an expanded definition of niche and fitness differences applicable to multitrophic communities, we study how diversity within and across trophic levels affects species coexistence. If each trophic level is analyzed separately, both lower- and higher-trophic levels are governed by the same coexistence mechanisms. In contrast, if the multitrophic community is analyzed as a whole, different trophic levels are governed by different coexistence mechanisms: coexistence at lower trophic levels is predominantly limited by fitness differences, whereas coexistence at higher trophic levels is predominantly limited by niche differences. This dichotomy in coexistence mechanisms is supported by theoretical derivations, simulations of phenomenological and trait-based models, and a case study of a primeval forest ecosystem. Our work provides a general and testable prediction of coexistence mechanism operating in multitrophic communities.
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\section*{Introduction}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Communities are multitrophic
A fundamental characteristic of ecological complexity is that species interact within and across trophic levels \citep{beckage2011limits, godoy_towards_2018}. The pattern of these trophic interactions is known as \textit{multitrophic structure}. As they dictate energy flow and nutrient cycling in an ecosystem, multitrophic structures are fundamental in shaping the patterns of \textit{community assembly}---the construction and maintenance of local communities with addition of new species \citep{fukami2015historical,song2021untangling}. Indeed, the importance of multitrophic structure has been demonstrated with mounting empirical evidence across a wide range of life forms \citep{drake1991community,price2004colonization,olito2009long,song2018structural,pringle2019predator,bartomeus2021experimental}. Thus, understanding how these multitrophic structures regulate community assembly is a central question in community ecology, with direct implications for conservation and restoration of natural ecosystems \citep{wratten2000conservation,gossner2016land,eisenhauer2019multitrophic}. 


% Explain traditional and alternative focus
Yet, our current understanding of community assembly has been mostly shaped by (often implicit) separation of trophic levels (Figure \ref{fig:conceptual}; \citealt{seibold2018necessity}). To understand community assembly, the most frequent approach focuses on how a new invading species affects its competitors in the same trophic level \citep{chase2003ecological,letten2017linking, shoemaker_quantifying_2020}.
We denote this \textit{traditional focus} (Figure \ref{fig:conceptual}).
In contrast, another approach focuses on how this invader affects other species on the higher trophic level, or more generally an adjacent trophic level \citep{petry_competition-defence_2018, terry_natural_2021}.
We denote this \textit{alternative focus} (Figure \ref{fig:conceptual}). However, such separation of trophic levels is not always justified because understanding each trophic level alone might not be sufficient to understand the entire community \citep{levine2017beyond, godoy_towards_2018, spaak_mapping_2021}. The inclusion of multiple trophic levels strongly affects our view of community assembly. For example, if an invading species excludes another species from the same or different trophic level, this exclusion can further affect species throughout the entire network, known as \textit{trophic cascade} \citep{brodie2014secondary,ripple2016trophic}. In addition, many ecological properties can only be studied for the community as a whole, such as link-species relationships \citep{carpentier_reinterpreting_2021}, distribution of biomass across trophic levels \citep{galiana2021can}, or average food-chain length \citep{post2002long}. Thus, the focus on the multitrophic community as a whole is the most relevant scale for many ecological questions (Figure \ref{fig:conceptual}).  

% community focus

% Given these different focuses, we ask whether and how coexistence mechanisms differ in different trophic levels. To address this question, we need a common currency to compare coexistence mechanisms across different trophic levels. Modern coexistence theory, in the form of niche and fitness differences, offers one possibility to compare across different trophic levels or different communities \citep{Buche2021.11.15.468654, grainger_invasion_2019}.
Despite an emergent line of theoretical frameworks on multitrophic structures \citep{barabas2014sensitivity,song2018guideline,wang2018biodiversity,koffel2021competition,mcpeek2022coexistence}, modern coexistence theory---a key theoretical framework widely adopted by empiricists---has been an exception \citep{barabas_chessons_2018}. The overarching aim of modern coexistence theory is to understand coexistence by decomposing it into two classes of \textit{coexistence mechanisms} \citep{chesson2000mechanisms,song_consequences_2019}: stabilizing mechanisms (increasing species' niche differences) and equalizing mechanisms (reducing species’ fitness differences). The majority of empirical studies using modern coexistence theory have primarily focused on a single trophic level with competition (reviewed in \citealt{barabas_chessons_2018} and \citealt{Buche2021.11.15.468654}).
This problem is partly due to the limitations in the theoretical framework: niche and fitness differences were not well-defined for multitrophic systems until recently \citep{spaak2022different}.
Specifically, in the canonical formalism of modern coexistence theory, niche differences measure the overlap in resource use between two competitors, while fitness differences measure the difference in total resource consumption as well as differences in mortality \citep{chesson_macarthurs_1990, Chesson2008}. These definitions are restricted to competitive two-species communities \citep{spaak2022different}. To address this limitation, \cite{spaak_intuitive_2020} laid the theoretical foundation to extend the concepts of niche and fitness differences to facilitative interactions and multi-species communities. This was further expanded to multitrophic communities by \citet{spaak_mapping_2021}. In these extended definitions, niche differences measure how similar the interspecific interactions are to the intraspecific interactions, while fitness differences measure how well a species would perform if all other species occupied exactly the same niche as the focal species (i.e., in the absence of niche differences). Box 1 traces the historical evolution of these definitions. These new measures of niche and fitness differences serve as a common currency to compare the direction and strength of coexistence mechanisms across different trophic levels. 

Despite these theoretical advancements, these works did not specifically aim for a general understanding of the expected behavior of niche and fitness differences in multitrophic assembly. We establish, for the first time, a null expectation of how multitrophic structures modulate ecological assembly within and across trophic levels in modern coexistence theory. We specifically investigate how community composition affects species coexistence and whether the coexistence mechanisms (stabilizing or equalizing) vary across different trophic levels. To answer these questions, we analyze different groupings of the same community: the subcommunity with species at the same level only (traditional focus), the subcommunity with species at an adjacent trophic level only (alternative focus), and the whole multitrophic community at once (community focus). By calculating and comparing the ranges of niche and fitness differences within each trophic level across these groupings, we aim to identify the primary drivers of diversity within trophic levels and whether they differ across trophic levels. For example, if niche differences of the lower-trophic species fall within a narrow range, then the niche difference is not a primary constraint for coexistence, and vice versa, as niche differences explain only a small part of the variation in invasion growth rates, a measure of strength of persistence \citep{Buche2021.11.15.468654}. Our findings reveal that while coexistence mechanisms are consistent for species within a trophic level (traditional and alternative focuses), a different pattern emerges when considering the whole community (community focus). Specifically, the diversity of lower-trophic species is constrained by fitness differences, whereas the diversity of higher-trophic species is constrained by niche differences. These findings are consistent in theoretical derivations, computer simulations, and empirically parameterized models. Our work provides testable theoretical expectations of coexistence mechanisms within and across trophic levels.


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section*{Methods}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection*{Population dynamics of multitrophic communities}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

We consider communities with two trophic levels in the main text (see Appendix \ref{ap:tri_trophic} for three trophic levels).
We assume a Lotka-Volterra model,
\vspace{.4 in}
\begin{align}
\label{eqn.LV.basal}
    \frac{1}{N_i^{(1)}}\eqnmark{LVbasal}{\dv{N_i^{(1)}}{t}} &= \mu^{(1)}_i - \sum_{j}^{\text{lower-trophic}}\eqnmark{LVwithintrophic}{A_{ij}^{(11)}}N^{(1)}_j - \sum_k^{\text{higher-trophic}}\eqnmark{LVacrosstrophic}{A^{(12)}_{ik}}N^{(2)}_k,\\
\label{eqn.LV.predator}
    \frac{1}{N_l^{(2)}}\eqnmark{LVhigher}{\dv{N_l^{(2)}}{t}} &= \eqnmark{LVintrinsic}{-\mu_l^{(2)}} + \sum_j^{\text{lower-trophic}}{A_{lj}^{(21)}}N^{(1)}_j -\sum_k^{\text{higher-trophic}} A^{(22)}_{lk}N^{(2)}_k,
\end{align}
\annotate[yshift=0.3cm]{above,left}{LVbasal}{Lower-trophic species}
\annotate[yshift=-0.1cm]{below,left}{LVhigher}{Higher-trophic species}
\annotate[yshift=-0.25cm]{below,right}{LVintrinsic}{Intrinsic growth rate}
\annotate[yshift=0.5cm]{above,left}{LVwithintrophic}{Within-trophic}
\annotate[yshift=0.5cm]{above,right}{LVacrosstrophic}{Between-trophic}

where the superscripts $(1)$ and $(2)$ refer to the trophic level, the subscript $i$ and $j$ refer to the lower-trophic species, while $k$ and $l$ refer to the higher-trophic species. $N_i^{(1)}$ is the density of species $i$ in the lower trophic level, $N_l^{(2)}$ is the density of species $l$ from the higher trophic level, $\mu_i^{(1)}$ and $\mu_l^{(2)}$ denote the intrinsic growth rates in the lower- and intrinsic mortality rates in the higher-trophic species.
Similarly, $A^{(11)}, A^{(12)}, A^{(21)}$ and $A^{(22)}$ denote the interaction matrices between and within the respective trophic levels.
$A^{(11)}$ and $A^{(22)}$ capture all interactions with other, not explicitly mentioned, trophic levels, e.g. resources \citep{macarthur1970species}, higher trophic levels \citep{Chesson2008} and generally all within-trophic interactions such as competition for space \citep{shoemaker_quantifying_2019}, breeding opportunities, and other direct species interactions \citep{kawatsu2021networks}.
The results from the Lotka-Volterra model can be translated to the Jacobian matrix approach \citep{may1972will,allesina2012stability,song2018will} or the more general non-parametric approach \citep{munch2023recent,medeiros2023ranking} under certain assumptions \citep{song2021bridging}.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection*{Definition of niche and fitness differences}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Niche and fitness differences measure how robust coexistence is (Box 1). Within the framework of modern coexistence theory, coexistence is commonly defined through the invasion criterion \citep{grainger_invasion_2019},  which states that if all species increase in abundance when they are rare, then species coexist. However, the invasion criteria do not always guarantee coexistence in multispecies communities \citep{barabas_chessons_2018,pande2020mean,hofbauer2022permanence}. 
Thus, in addition to the invasion criterion, here we require stable coexistence to satisfy feasibility (i.e., equilibrium abundance of all species is positive) and dynamical stability (i.e., community returns to equilibrium after a small perturbation). In all of our analyses (theory, simulation, and empirically parameterized models), we have checked that the analyzed communities  
satisfy both criteria of coexistence. 

Niche and fitness differences have multiple definitions under the umbrella of modern coexistence theory \citep{chesson2003quantifying,adler2007niche,carroll_niche_2011,Godoy2014,zhao_evolution_2016,saavedra_structural_2017,carmel_using_2017,bimler_accurate_2018,spaak_intuitive_2020} for a review see \cite{spaak2022different}. Here, we adopt the definition proposed by \cite{spaak_intuitive_2020} with adjustments made by \cite{spaak_mapping_2021}. This definition is currently the only one that can operate on multi-species and multitrophic communities and agrees with an intuitive understanding of facilitation or competition \citep{spaak2022different}.
While this definition is more general, we limit our focus to the Lotka-Volterra community model.
As we focus on different groupings of the same community, we describe the computation of niche and fitness differences based on a Lotka-Volterra community model given by $\frac{1}{X_i}\dv{X_i}{t} = M_i - B_{ij}X_j$, where $X_i$ denotes the species density, $B$ the interaction matrix, and $M_i$ the intrinsic growth rate.
Depending on the current focal community, the interaction matrix $B$ is given by $B=A^{(11)}-A^{(12)}\left(A^{(22)}\right)^{-1}A^{(21)}$ if the lower trophic level is considered, $B=A^{(22)}+A^{(21)}\left(A^{(11)}\right)^{-1}A^{(12)}$ if the higher trophic level is considered and $B = \begin{pmatrix}
    A^{(11)}&A^{(12)}\\A^{(21)}&A^{(22)}
\end{pmatrix}$ if the entire community is considered (Appendix B).

The computation of niche and fitness differences is based on \textit{invasion growth rates}---the species $i$ growth rate while invading the resident community at equilibrium. We denote the equilibrium $X^{(-i,*)} = (B^{-i,-i})^{-1}M^{-i}$, where $B^{-i,-i}$ and $M^{-i}$ are the interaction matrix and intrinsic growth rates with row and/or column $i$ removed.
With this notation the invasion growth rate $r_i$ is given by $M_i - \sum_j B_{ij} X_j^{(-i,*)}$.
To normalize niche and fitness differences, the invasion growth rate $r_i$ is compared to two hypothetical invasion growth rates. The first one is the intrinsic growth rate $M_i$, which is the invasion growth rate if species $i$ did not interact with other species (i.e., $B_{ij} = 0$ for all $j$).
The second one is the no-niche growth rate $\eta_i$, which is the hypothetical invasion growth rate of species $i$ if all other species occupied the same niche as species $i$, consequentially, they would also have the same trophic level.
However, changing $B_{ij}$ to $B_{ii}$ does not only change the niche of species $j$, but also the fitness of species $j$ \citep{chu_large_2015}.
The no-niche growth rate $\eta_i$ is therefore the growth rate if we set $B_{ij} = c_{ij}B_{ii}$, where $c_{ij} = \sqrt{\frac{B_{jj}B_{ij}}{B_{ii}B_{ji}}}$ is the conversion factor converting species $i$ to species $j$ (see \citealt{spaak2021effects} for a detailed derivation).
	
Given these three invasion growth rates ($\mu_i, r_i$ and $\eta_i$), the niche difference $\ND_i$ and  fitness difference $\FD_i$ are 

\begin{align}\label{eqn.ND.FD}
    \eqnmark{ND}{\ND_i} = \frac{\eqnmarkbox[LimeGreen]{r}{r_i}-\eqnmarkbox[Dandelion]{eta1}{\eta_i}}{\eqnmarkbox[Orchid]{mu1}{M_i}-\eqnmarkbox[Dandelion]{eta2}{\eta_i}}; \
  \FD_i = -\frac{\eqnmarkbox[Dandelion]{eta3}{\eta_i}}{\eqnmarkbox[Orchid]{mu2}{M_i}-\eqnmarkbox[Dandelion]{eta4}{\eta_i}}.
\end{align}
\annotate[yshift=.3cm]{above,left}{r}{Invasion growth rate}
\annotate[yshift=.3cm]{right}{eta1, eta3}{No-niche growth}
\annotate[yshift=0cm]{below}{mu1,mu2}{Intrinsic growth rate}

This definition is ecologically intuitive, as it maps three cases: Focusing on niche difference, $\ND_i>1$ implies that species $i$ interspecific and intraspecific interactions differ in sign, i.e. benefits from the presence of other species (i.e. $M_i<r_i$; \citealt{spaak_intuitive_2020}), while $\ND_i<0$ implies that interspecific interactions are stronger (negative) than intraspecific interactions (i.e., $\eta_i>r_i$; \citealt{ke2018coexistence}). Then focusing on fitness difference, $\FD_i>1$ implies that species depend on other species such as predation interactions (i.e., $M_i<0$; \citealt{spaak_mapping_2021}), while $\FD_i<1$ implies that a species can grow in the absence of other species (i.e., $M_i>0$; \citealt{spaak_mapping_2021}). Finally, a species has a positive invasion growth rate if its niche difference overcomes its fitness difference (i.e. $\ND_i>\FD_i$; \citealt{adler2007niche, chesson2000mechanisms}) and without intra-specific facilitation (i.e., $M_i>\eta_i$; \citealt{spaak_mapping_2021}). A conceptual diagram mapping these cases can be found in \citet{spaak_mapping_2021}.

Importantly, niche or fitness differences are only comparable among species within the same trophic level, rather than across different levels. In all of our analyses, we have strictly restricted the comparison of niche or fitness differences among species in the same trophic level. Box 1 provides an in-depth explanation of this nuanced but fundamental issue.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

\subsection*{Formalizing different perspectives on multitrophic assembly}

We compute niche and fitness differences for different groupings of the same community: The traditional focus considers the trophic level in which a new species invades, the alternative focus looks at the adjacent trophic level, and the community focus examines all trophic levels simultaneously.

For the community focus, we can directly compute niche and fitness differences (Eqn. \ref{eqn.ND.FD}) of the community model (Eqn. \ref{eqn.LV.basal} and \ref{eqn.LV.predator}). However, for the traditional and alternative focuses, we treat species of adjacent trophic levels as limiting factors, which are a generalization of resources \citep{macarthur1970species, Chesson2008}. As niche and fitness differences are calculated from three growth rates evaluated at steady states, we solve these equations by setting the growth rates of the species in adjacent trophic levels to 0.
This approach is mathematically equivalent to using timescale separation from the MacArthur resource model \citep{macarthur1970species,o2018whence}. A key ecological difference, though, is that we do not assume that different trophic levels have different intrinsic time scales of ecological processes, rather we only compute growth rates after a steady state is reached. 

To compute niche and fitness differences for only the lower trophic level (traditional focus), we apply the methods of niche and fitness differences to the effective Lotka-Volterra dynamics (Appendix B, Eqn. S13):
% xxx check reference above
	\begin{align}
		\frac{1}{N^{(1)}}\frac{dN^{(1)}}{dt} &= \underbrace{\left(\mu^{(1)} -A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}\mu^{(2)}\right)}_{\text{Effective intrinsic growth } \mu}
        - \underbrace{\left(A^{(11)}+A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)}\right)}_{\text{Effective interaction } B}N^{(1)} \label{eq:change_focus}
	\end{align}
where $A^{(12)}, A^{(22)}, A^{(21)}$ and $A^{(11)}$ are the interaction matrices between the corresponding trophic levels, $\mu^{(1)}$ and $\mu^{(2)}$ are the vectors of intrinsic growth rates for the lower and higher trophic level, and $N^{(1)}$ is the vector of densities of higher-trophic species (see Appendix B for higher trophic level).

% We performed theoretical derivations and computer simulations for all three focuses under simplifying assumptions (see below).  To test the robustness and generality of our results, we have performed a full-factorial combination of different simulated scenarios without these simplifying assumptions, these were only performed for the community focus. Similarly, we analyzed the empirical data only using the community focus. 

\subsection*{Theoretical predictions of how community assembly affects coexistence}

For tractability of the theoretical derivations, we operate under the most simplifying assumption that the strength of all inter-specific interactions is identical (i.e., $A^{(11)}_{ij}= A^{(12)}_{ik} = A^{(21)}_{lj}= A^{(22)}_{lk}=a$ for $i\ne j$ and $l\ne k$) and the strength of all intra-specific interactions are set to be 1 (i.e., $A^{(11)}_{ii} = A^{(22)}_{ll} = 1$). Similarly, we assumed that all intrinsic growth rates of basal species are identical (i.e., $\mu_i^{(1)}=\mu^{(1)}$) and that all mortality rates of species in the higher trophic level are identical (i.e. $\mu_l^{(2)}=\mu^{(2)}$). Given these assumptions, we then analytically compute niche and fitness differences for all three focuses.
To verify these analytical derivations, we perform simulations using the slightly weakened assumptions where all inter-specific interaction strengths are drawn from some independent and identical distribution (i.e., $A_{ij}^{(11)}$, $A_{ik}^{(12)}$, $A_{lj}^{(21)}, A_{lk}^{(22)} \sim \mathcal{N}(0.3, 0.1)$).

\subsection*{Robustness of assembly patterns}

To test the generality of our analytic arguments, we relax these assumptions with two approaches, corresponding to high and low dimensional niche spaces. The first approach, high dimensional niche space, is based on random matrix theory, which posits that interspecific interaction strengths are drawn from some random distribution. The ecological justification of this approach is that species interactions emerge from a high-dimensional space of ecological traits \citep{barbier2021fingerprints}. In this approach, we explore a range of scenarios through a factorial combination of parameters. This includes considering various types of random distributions (e.g., uniform and normal), different mean interaction strengths (e.g., $\mathbb{E}[A_{ij}^{(11)}] = 0.1, 0.3, \ldots$), the possibility of decreasing mean interaction strengths with increased species richness (e.g., $\mathbb{E}[A_{ij}^{(11)}] \sim 1/\sqrt{S}$), different variations in interaction strength (e.g., $\operatorname{Var}[A_{ij}^{(11)}] = 0.01, 0.02, \ldots$), and variations in trophic efficiency (i.e., $\mathbb{E}[A_{ik}^{(12)}] = e \mathbb{E}[A_{lj}^{(21)}]$ with $e < 1$). These assumptions are standard practice in parameterizing the Lotka-Volterra model \citep{bunin2017ecological,servan2018coexistence,song2021untangling,akjouj2022complex,gibbs2022coexistence}. Detailed descriptions of our parameterization methods are provided in Appendix \ref{ap:simulation}.

The second approach, low dimensional niche space, is based on a trait-based mechanistic model. In this approach, we focused on communities characterized by a single trait, such as body size, encompassing both lower and higher trophic species. Then interaction strengths between species are derived mechanistically from the MacArthur model \citep{macarthur_limiting_1967}. This approach provides  complementary information from the random matrix approach.
The details of this model are provided in Appendix \ref{ap:simulation}.

\vspace{.3 in}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection*{Assembly in empirical food webs}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Finally, we compared our theoretical and simulation results to a vertebrate food web of the Białowieża forest in northeast Poland  \citep{jedrzejewska1998predation}. 
Białowieża is the last old-growth temperate primeval forest in Europe, characterized by a continental climate with Atlantic influence.
Predator diets are investigated within two main periods: winter (October–March) and summer (April–September). The food web data were collected between 1985 and 1996. The food webs in summer and winter share 17 predators and 72 preys. Full details about the study area and the food web can be found in \citet{jedrzejewska1998predation}.

Previous modeling work on these vertebrate food webs \citep{saavedra2016seasonal,sauve2020winter} has adopted a special form of Lotka-Volterra dynamics,
\vspace{.1 in}
\begin{align}
& \frac{1}{N_i^{(1)}}\dv{N_i^{(1)}}{t}=\mu_i^{(1)}-A_{ii}^{(11)} N_i^{(1)}-\sum_l \frac{\eqnmark{gamma}{\gamma_{i l}}}{m_l} N_l^{(2)}, \\
%
& \frac{1}{N_l^{(2)}}\dv{N_l^{(2)}}{t}=-\mu_l^{(2)}-A_{ll}^{(22)} N_l^{(2)}+\eqnmark{e}{e} \sum_i \frac{\gamma_{i l}}{\eqnmark{mass}{m_l}} N_i^{(1)},
\end{align}
\annotate[yshift=0.3cm]{above,left}{gamma}{Discovery rate}
\annotate[yshift=-0.35cm]{below,left}{e}{Coefficient of conversion}
\annotate[yshift=-0cm]{below,right}{mass}{Body mass of predator}

where $e$ denotes the conversion efficiency, and the predation rate is modeled as the ratio of the discovery rate ($\gamma_{il}$) to the body mass of the predator ($m_l$).

\citet{sauve2020winter} parameterized this food web using the rich empirical knowledge of the community, which we briefly summarize. The conversion efficiency $e$ is set to be $0.1$. The intrinsic growth rate ($\mu_i^{(1)}$) is estimated based on the metabolic scaling law ($\mu_i^{(1)} \propto m_i^{-1/4}$ where $m_i$ is the body mass of prey $i$) \citep{savage2004predominance}, and the proportionality constant is dependent on the taxonomic group. The intraspecific competition rate of the prey ($A_{ii}^{(11)}$) is estimated using observed carrying capacities ($A_{ii}^{(11)} = \frac{\mu_i^{(1)}}{N_i^{(1)*}}$, where $N_i^{(1)*}$ is the observed carrying capacity). The predation strength $\gamma_{il}$ is estimated from the intake of prey species $i$ by an individual predator $l$ over an average year \citep{rooney2006energetics,baudrot2016adaptation}. The baseline mortality rate ($\mu_l^{(2)}$) is estimated as the inverse of their maximum longevity ($\mu_l^{(2)} = \left(L_l^{(2)}\right)^{-1}$, where $L_l^{(2)}$ is the maximum longevity of species $l$) \citep{de2005hagr}. The density-dependent mortality ($A_{ll}^{(22)}$) is estimated based on natural history observations that the year-round average of predator biomass densities is a fair proxy of the number of individuals that the Białowieża Forest can sustain under pristine conditions
\citep{jedrzejewska1998predation}. The empirically parameterized dynamics have successfully reproduced a quantitative match to the observed patterns. Full details can be found in \citet{sauve2020winter}.

We simulate community dynamics using the parameterized food webs. Species without a positive invasion growth rate, as well as those that were excluded, were removed from the analysis. This simplification was necessary because computing niche and fitness differences in such complex communities is challenging \citep{Spaak2023MCT}. Specifically, 4 out of 115 species were removed in the summer community, and 3 out of 93 were removed in the winter community. We then compute niche and fitness differences for the remaining species. By determining the range of these values within each trophic level, we could identify whether niche or fitness differences were the primary limiting factors for diversity within that level. For example, a narrow range of niche differences among lower trophic species would suggest that niche difference is not a major constraint on their coexistence.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section*{Results}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection*{Theoretical predictions of how community assembly affects coexistence}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Here we establish theoretical expectations on how community assembly affects its coexistence and what are the driving coexistence mechanisms, assuming all inter-specific interactions are equally strong (see appendix \ref{ap:theory} for derivation). We first examine how assembly (addition of new species) in one trophic level affects coexistence within that same level (traditional focus in Figure 1). Higher species richness within a trophic level increases fitness differences among species (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus} D,J), but does not affect their niche differences (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus} A,G). This pattern holds across all trophic levels (Appendix B) and generalizes the earlier findings by \citet{spaak_species_2021} for multitrophic communities. A heuristic explanation is that fitness differences reflect the competitive strength of a focal species relative to its competitors, and increase with the number of competitors, while niche differences compare the niche of a focal species to the average niche of its competitors and are unaffected by species richness \citep{spaak_species_2021}.

We then examine how assembly in one trophic level affects the coexistence of the adjacent trophic level (alternative focus in Figure 1). Increasing species richness in a trophic level reduces niche differences (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}B \& H) and fitness differences (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}E \& K) of the adjacent trophic level.
A heuristic explanation behind this pattern is that the effective interaction between species in the focal trophic level is a combination of actual inter-trophic interactions (i.e., $A^{(11)}$ for the lower trophic), and interactions stemming from (apparent) competition (i.e., $A^{(12)}\left(A^{(22)}\right)^{-1}A^{(21)}$ for the lower trophic; Eqn. \ref{eq:change_focus}). Our parametrization assumes that species in the focal trophic level have on average identical interactions with all species from the adjacent trophic level, making the (apparent) competition term for these species independent of the species pair (i.e., $A^{(12)}\left(A^{(22)}\right)^{-1}A^{(21)}$ is the same for all species and the same for inter- and intra-specific interactions). Moreover, increasing species richness in the adjacent level increases the strength of (apparent) competition, making it more species-independent and decreasing niche and fitness differences. More careful mathematical analysis shows that increasing species richness has a stronger effect on niche differences than on fitness differences; specifically, the rate of change of fitness differences is $(1-1/n_1)$ times that of niche differences (Appendix \ref{ap:theory}), where $n_1$ represents the number of species at the lower trophic level. Therefore, coexistence becomes less likely, as niche differences decrease faster than fitness differences, i.e., the distance to the coexistence boundary, $\mathcal{N}_i-\mathcal{F}_i$ decreases. This difference is most pronounced when communities have few species.

% community focus
Lastly, we analyze the community-level effects of assembly on coexistence by computing niche and fitness differences for all species in a community simultaneously (community focus in Figure 1). 
For lower-trophic species, we find that increasing species richness, either of the higher or lower trophic level, does not affect niche differences of the lower-trophic species (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}C \& I), but increases their fitness differences (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}F \& L and Appendix D).
Intuitively, niche differences are a weighted average of the pairwise niche differences that a species has with the other species \citep{spaak_species_2021}, which is not affected by species richness for lower-trophic species.
In contrast, fitness differences are the weighted sum of the pair-wise fitness differences \citep{spaak2022different}, which increase with higher species richness as the sum has more terms.

Then focusing on higher trophic species, we find that increasing species richness decreases both niche (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}C \& I) and fitness differences (Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}F \& L) of the higher trophic level.
Intuitively, increasing species richness of the higher trophic level decreases the total biomass of the lower trophic level due to increased predation, but increases the total biomass of the higher trophic level due to overyielding known from biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationship \citep{Loreau2001, loreau_does_2004, bannarmartin_integrating_2018}.
Therefore, increasing species richness in the higher trophic level decreases niche differences of the higher trophic level, as more interspecific interactions are competitive (low niche difference) and fewer interactions are predation (high niche differences).
Interestingly, increasing the species richness at the lower trophic level also decreases niche differences at the higher trophic level. This is because the higher species richness of the lower trophic level increases the biomass of the lower trophic level due to overyielding, it even more strongly increases the total biomass of the higher trophic level due to predation.
Therefore, a random interaction with another species is more likely to be competitive than to be a predator-prey interaction.
The fitness differences are driven by total biomass, which increases with both increasing species richness of the lower and of the higher trophic level.
However, for the higher trophic level, this implies a decrease in species richness, as fitness differences exceed 1.

We have seen that the higher and lower trophic levels behave similarly if analyzed by the traditional and alternative focus. Conversely, the community focus reveals differences between trophic levels. Specifically, community composition affects fitness differences of the lower-trophic level, but does not affect their niche differences. Conversely, increasing species richness in the higher trophic level strongly, affected niche differences of the higher trophic level (Fig. \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus} F), while other changes in community composition had relatively small effects on niche and fitness differences of the higher trophic level (Fig. \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus} C, I and L). These results prove that a holistic understanding of multi-trophic assembly can only be achieved via the community focus. Thus, we only focus on the community focus in the following sections.

\subsection*{Robustness of assembly patterns}

Theory predicts that fitness differences govern coexistence in the lower trophic level, while niche differences govern coexistence in the higher trophic level. However, these results are based on some oversimplifying assumptions of the interaction strength.
To substantiate the robustness of these patterns, we relaxed these assumptions with two additional approaches corresponding to higher realism. In the first approach, we assumed random species interactions corresponding to a high dimensional niche space. In the second approach, we assumed that species interactions are governed by one underlying trait.

We quantify the ranges of niche or fitness differences among species during assembly (i.e., the range of values in the vertical axis in Figure \ref{fig:trad_alt_focus}). The ranges allow us to identify the key operating coexistence mechanism in multitrophic assembly. Specifically, a narrow range of niche or fitness variation in assembly indicates that it is not a limiting factor for species coexistence, and vice versa. As community focus is the most holistic view, we show the patterns for the community focus. Figure \ref{fig:alter_ratio} (random interactions) and Figure \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension} (trait-based interactions) both confirm that diversity at lower (respectively higher) trophic is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences. Additional simulations with alternative assumptions also confirm the same result (Appendix \ref{ap:proportion}). 
Collectively, these extensive analyses and consistent results reinforce the robustness of these coexistence patterns in multitrophic assembly.

% In addition, we considered an alternative type of assembly, where the total number of species in the community remains fixed, but the relative proportion across different trophic levels is varied. This alternative type of assembly yields the same patterns (Appendix \ref{ap:proportion}).

\subsection*{Assembly in empirical food webs}

Finally, we confront our predictions with empirically parameterized models. We compute the niche and fitness differences of each species during both the summer and winter seasons of the empirical data (Figure \ref{fig:seasonal}). All species of the lower trophic level have comparable niche differences, while fitness differences span a broad range.
Conversely, all species of the higher trophic level have comparable fitness differences, but niche differences span a wider range. These trophic-specific patterns are observed across both seasons and align with our theoretical prediction (Figure \ref{fig:alter_ratio}): diversity at the lower (respectively higher) trophic level is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences.

Additionally, niche differences of lower trophic species remain largely constant across seasons, while their fitness differences generally increase from summer to winter. Conversely, fitness differences of higher trophic species remain largely constant, while their niche differences generally increase from summer to winter (Appendix \ref{appendix.empirical}). 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section*{Discussion}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% What have we done
Our work has filled a gap in modern coexistence theory on the null expectation of multitrophic assembly. Specifically, we have studied how changes in species richness in one trophic level would affect the coexistence of other trophic levels or the community as a whole. We have established a baseline expectation of coexistence mechanisms in multitrophic assembly: diversity in lower-level trophics is primarily constrained by fitness differences, while diversity in higher-level trophics is primarily constrained by niche differences. This insight is based on theoretical derivations, computer simulations and empirically parameterized models.

Our findings show that increasing species richness within a trophic level makes coexistence less robust due to increased fitness differences and unaffected niche differences. Similarly, increasing species richness in an adjacent trophic level reduces coexistence because niche differences decrease more than fitness differences. This result is consistent with previous theoretical studies arguing that increasing species richness decreases coexistence \citep{gardner1970connectance,may1972will,allesina2015stability,spaak_species_2021}. Notably, it differs from previous empirical findings that the inclusion of a higher-trophic species only affects fitness differences of the lower-trophic species, not their niche differences \citep{petry_competition-defence_2018, terry_natural_2021}. This discrepancy may stem from the inclusion of more than one higher-trophic species in our study, which is typical in natural communities.

Our theoretical predictions align with observed empirical patterns in predator-prey communities from a primeval forest. In both summer and winter seasons, diversity at the lower trophic level is primarily constrained by fitness differences, while diversity at the higher trophic level is primarily constrained by niche differences. In addition, the different proportions of lower-trophic species have shifted niche and fitness differences in directions that match our theoretical predictions. This case study serves as a proof-of-concept, demonstrating how our theoretical results can be tested and reveal new insights from empirical data. Of course, it is unclear how generalizable this case study might be. We advocate taking our results as null expectations. Any deviation from these baselines could potentially signal the presence of more complex ecological structures and mechanisms in the natural world.
% Moreover, our analysis has revealed a mechanism for how higher biodiversity is maintained. Previous studies have shown that because the community contains more species in summer compared to winter, the likelihood of the entire community persisting decreases from winter to summer \citep{saavedra2016seasonal}. Our approach moves from the coarse-grained \textit{community-level} metric to niche and fitness differences of \textit{individual} species. We found that most lower-trophic species demonstrate decreased fitness differences from winter to summer, and most higher-trophic species show increased niche differences from winter to summer. Both of these trends promote coexistence. 

While we have exclusively focused on two-trophic communities in the main text, we have expanded our analysis to include three-trophic communities (Appendix \ref{ap:tri_trophic}). Analytic derivation becomes intractable with the inclusion of an additional trophic level, hence, we opted for a numerical simulation approach. Patterns observed in three-trophic communities have remained qualitatively similar to those observed in two-trophic communities. Given the absence of quantitatively parameterized data for three-trophic communities, we have focused on testing the prediction about the distribution of species richness across trophic levels. %By using an empirical dataset consisting of 130 three-trophic communities from Web of Life (\textsc{www.web-of-life.es}), we have found that our theoretical expectations provide much higher explanatory power of the patterns observed in the empirical data than what one would expect from a random null expectation. This validation further strengthens that our theoretical framework is applicable to more complex multitrophic structures. 

% Progression of MCT
Our results are not possible without recent advancements in the theoretical foundation of modern coexistence theory, which allows for analyzing the coexistence of complex multitrophic communities. The traditional measure of niche and fitness differences in modern coexistence theory was constrained to two-species competitive communities \citep{chesson_macarthurs_1990, chesson2013species, godoy_phenology_2014}. The incorporation of additional trophic levels has usually been accomplished through trophic separation. For instance, \citet{Chesson2008} studied a tri-trophic community by examining the coexistence of two competing species within the same trophic level. Unfortunately, this theoretical constraint has curtailed the capacity of modern co-existence theory to analyze empirical data (reviewed in \citealt{Buche2021.11.15.468654}). To address this limitation, \cite{spaak_intuitive_2020} generalized the classical measure of niche and fitness differences to communities with multiple species and facilitative interactions. Additionally, \cite{spaak_mapping_2021} expanded the measure to include communities with predation interactions. 
Nevertheless, these methodologies remained restricted to communities with a relatively low number of species. To address this limitation, \cite{spaak2023building} further advanced the approach to analyze species-rich communities. Building upon the extended theoretical foundation, \cite{spaak_species_2021} have shown that fitness difference, not niche difference, limits coexistence in a single trophic level. In this line, we have generalized previous results on horizontal communities to multitrophic communities.

In addition to modern coexistence theory, there exist other theoretical frameworks capable of studying multitrophic assembly. Modern coexistence theory primarily uses invasibility to study coexistence. In contrast, other theoretical frameworks delve into various aspects of coexistence: random matrix theory focuses on perturbations of species abundances \citep{allesina2015predicting}, sensitivity analysis focuses on infinitesimal perturbations of model parameters \citep{barabas_sensitivity_2014}, and the structuralist approach focuses on large perturbations of intrinsic growth rates \citep{song2018phenology}. These approaches are highly complementary to each other. Beyond these phenomenological approaches, an alternative approach is mechanistic modeling, where all coefficients are determined by biological details. For instance, \citet{mcpeek2022coexistence}, while also using invasibility as a criterion for coexistence, has modeled multitrophic assembly via a fully mechanistic approach. We posit that integrating phenomenological and mechanistic approaches can offer a more holistic understanding of multitrophic assembly \citep{letten2017linking}.

Overall, we argue that studying the entire multitrophic structure is essential to understanding the mechanisms that sustain biodiversity in nature. This perspective is not new and has previously been championed \citep{beckage2011limits,godoy_towards_2018}. However, it is unclear \textit{a priori} whether coexistence mechanisms should differ from one trophic level to another. Here, we have found that traditional or alternative approaches --- focusing only on a horizontal sub-community in a multitrophic community --- would lead to incorrect identification of coexistence mechanisms. Thus, only by incorporating multitrophic structures can modern coexistence theory fulfill its promise as a truly unifying framework. We hope that our work will stimulate more empirical tests on multitrophic assembly using modern coexistence theory in the future.


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\subsection*{Limitations and future work}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% all interactions equally strong
% more complex foodwebs?
% apply communtiy focus, until recently not possible

The null expectations we established are predicated on simplified representations of natural communities. Here, we identify three areas in which we could further integrate ecological complexity, particularly from the field of food webs, into the null model:

% not realsistic foodwebs
First, we have adopted a simple trophic network structure. Our findings are generalizable to tri-trophic communities (Appendix \ref{ap:tri_trophic}). However, we have not considered omnivory, given that all species in our null model belong to a specific trophic level. In addition, we assume each species interacted not only with each species from the adjacent trophic levels but also with every species at the same trophic level. While such a simplified network is for the tractability of model analysis and underscores the prevailing practices of traditional and alternative focuses, empirical networks typically incorporate a significant degree of omnivory and exhibit sparsity of species interactions \citep{pimm1991food,holt2017apparent}. Food web theory has provided various approaches to model the structure of food webs. Just to name a few, niche-based approach \citep{williams2000simple}, allometric-\citep{otto2007allometric} and phylogenetic-based approach \citep{cattin2004phylogenetic}, and integrative approaches \citep{allesina2008general,rohr2010modeling,mccann2011food,lafferty_general_2015}. Incorporating these realistic structures of food webs is challenging for analytic tractability, but should be achievable with simulations \citep{spaak2021effects, spaak2022modeling}. A caveat in that case, though, is that the trophic level is not clearly defined. We hypothesize that many species with identical trophic identities (i.e., same resources and same predators) will make coexistence in the food web less likely. Similarly, we hypothesize that composition will affect fitness differences of lower-trophic species, but niche differences of higher-trophic species.

% all interspecific interactions equally strong
Second, we have simplified the distribution of species interactions. For example, we have assumed that trophic interactions are derived from some independent and identical distribution. However, food web theory and empirical data indicate that their interaction strengths are typically characterized by many weak interactions and a few strong ones \citep{mccann1998weak,neutel2002stability,neutel2007reconciling,wootton2016many}. To more accurately represent this, we may model these interactions with the constraints of food web motifs \citep{bascompte2005interaction,baiser2016motifs,losapio2021network,song2023rapid}. In addition to modeling trophic interactions, we also need to model within-trophic ones. However, we lack a comprehensive understanding of trophic interaction strength in empirical communities. This is mainly due to the challenges in measuring them empirically. For example, \cite{kawatsu2021networks} found that roughly a fourth of all species interactions were not driven by trophic interactions. Furthermore, \cite{spaak2022modeling} found that predation was much more important than resource competition in simulated plankton communities, but they did not include any within-trophic interactions. 

Third, our analysis is based on the Lotka-Volterra model. This model only captures linear species interactions. However, non-linear species interactions are ubiquitous in multitrophic communities \citep{novak2021systematic,abrams2022food,coblentz2023predator}. To address this limitation, a promising solution is to integrate with the generalized modeling approach, which allows a holistic understanding of food webs with nonlinear interactions  \citep{gross_generalized_2009,lade2012early}. In addition to non-linear interaction, there is also potential for higher-order interactions  \citep{mickalide2019higher,kleinhesselink2022detecting,gibbs2022coexistence}. However, it is not straightforward to extend our theory to include nonlinear functional responses or higher-order interactions. With these dynamics, a community can have multiple stable equilibria with all species coexisting 
\citep{barabas_chessons_2018,aladwani2020ecological}. This renders invasion growth rate, consequently niche and fitness differences, ill-defined. Nonetheless, recent advancements in invasion graph theory hold potential for overcoming this challenge \citep{servan2021tractable,song2021untangling,hofbauer2022permanence,spaak2023building}.
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\begin{figure}[!ht]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{figure/Fig1.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Different perspectives on multitrophic assembly}. We consider a hypothetical, two-trophic community with 3 lower-trophic species and 2 higher-trophic species. Traditionally, we study the impact of an invader or increased species richness on the invaded trophic level (Traditional focus). This effect is usually negative due to heightened competition for resources or predator pressure. Alternatively, we may be interested in how an invader affects an adjacent trophic level (Alternative focus). However, it is yet unclear if the impact of invaders on the entire community (Community focus) can change our understanding of the assembly processes. The clip-arts are obtained from Adobe Stock.}
    \label{fig:conceptual}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= 0.95\textwidth]{figure/Fig2.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{How species richness affects niche and fitness differences}. The solid line represents the mean of niche and fitness differences across all species within the respective trophic level. The shaded region around the solid line denotes the 95\% percentile range, indicating the variability in niche and fitness differences across species. The first two rows show a change in lower-trophic species richness, while the last two rows show a change in higher-trophic species richness.
    According to the traditional focus (the first column), increasing species richness does not affect niche differences, but increases fitness differences.
    According to the alternative focus (the second column), increasing species richness decreases both niche and fitness differences, whereas the effect on niche differences is slightly stronger.
    Finally, according to the community focus (the third column), niche differences of the lower-trophic species are not affected, while fitness differences of the lower-trophic species increase. Both niche and fitness differences of the higher-trophic species decrease with increasing species richness.
    Note that y-axes have drastically different ranges, indicating different magnitudes of the effects.
    }
    \label{fig:trad_alt_focus}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Fig3_new2.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Diversity at lower (respectively higher) trophic is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences}. 
    To validate the generality of our analytic results, we adopted a full-factorial simulation approach by relaxing various assumptions (see Methods for details). The horizontal axis quantifies the range of values in niche or fitness differences across species throughout assembly (i.e., ranges of values in the y-axis in Figure 2). A smaller value indicates that species do not differ much in their niche or fitness difference. The vertical dashed line represents the baseline of no difference. The box plots show the distribution of these ranges across different simulation scenarios.  Despite adopting more relaxed and realistic conditions, the observed trends closely mirror our analytical predictions. 
    For lower-trophic species (denoted in yellow), a higher proportion of lower-trophic species shows an almost null impact on their niche differentiation (Upper Left) but a strong increase in fitness disparity (Lower Left). Conversely, for higher-trophic species (denoted in blue), the trend is reversed, with their niche differences becoming higher and fitness differences remaining almost constant. These findings further confirm that species diversity in trophic levels is constrained by contrasting coexistence mechanisms. Simulations have considered a full factorial combination of all parameters: different species richness ($S = 5, 10, 15$), different mean interaction strength ($\mathbb{E}[A] = 0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 0.5$), different variance in interaction strength ($\text{Var}[A] = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03$), different energy efficiency ($s = 0.1, 0.5, 1$).
    }
    \label{fig:alter_ratio}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure/Figure_NFD_seasonal2.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Patterns of niche and fitness differences in a seasonal food web}. We analyzed a thoroughly surveyed and parametrized food web from a primeval forest, calculating the niche and fitness differences for each species during both the summer (represented in green) and winter (represented in silver) seasons. For species at the lower trophic level (left column), niche differences remain relatively constant (Panel A), while fitness differences exhibit a wide range (Panel C). In contrast, for species at higher trophic levels (right column), niche differences vary widely (Panel B), while fitness differences remain relatively constant (Panel D). These patterns hold true across both seasons and align with our theoretical predictions. When comparing these patterns across seasons, we observe that the fitness differences of lower trophic species generally increase from summer to winter (Panel C), while the niche differences of higher trophic species generally increase (Panel D). This pattern also aligns with our theoretical predictions, as the food web in summer has relatively more lower-trophic species compared to winter.}
    \label{fig:seasonal}
\end{figure}
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\begin{tcolorbox}[breakable]
    \textbf{Box 1: A brief summary of modern coexistence theory for multitrophic communities}\\
    The Competitive Exclusion Principle, as proposed by Gause, asserts that two species occupying the same niche cannot coexist \citep{gause1932experimental,hardin1960competitive}. However, many species are observed to coexist even when they appear to occupy very similar niches within restricted niche spaces \citep{hutchinson1959homage}. The root of the apparent contradiction is that the precise definition and measurable characteristics of a `niche' remain ambiguous \citep{vandermeer1972niche,godsoe2010can,pocheville2015ecological,sales2021you}. \\

    To address this fundamental challenge, modern coexistence theory does not attempt to directly measure the niche of a species. Instead, it emphasizes the degree to which the niches of two species differ, termed as the \textit{niche difference}.  In its original design, it only applied to two species competing for shared resources \citep{chesson_macarthurs_1990} or to shared predators \citep{Chesson2008}. As the overlap between resources or ``predators" ranges from 0 to 1, niche difference also ranges from 0 to 1. In a similar spirit, \textit{fitness differences} describes the proportionate consumption of resources by one species in relation to another. Over time, due to their intuitive nature and wide applicability, the concepts of niche and fitness differences are only interpreted \textit{phenomenologically} and thus detached from their initial ties to resource competition \citep{carroll_niche_2011, godoy_phenology_2014}. \\

    In empirical research, ecologists stumbled upon natural communities where the original formulations of these concepts were inapplicable. For instance, negative niche differences or facilitation renders the computation of niche differences impossible. As a result, these communities were typically excluded from analysis \citep{germain_species_2016, godoy_phenology_2014, narwani_experimental_2013}. This theoretical limitation greatly reduced the applicability of modern coexistence theory in empirical studies. To address this gap, recent theoretical developments have reinterpreted negative niche differences as stronger interspecific than intraspecific competition \citep{ke2018coexistence}, and facilitation as niche differences exceeding 1 \citep{spaak_intuitive_2020}. Consequently, niche differences ceased to be tied to specific niche dimensions (e.g., nitrogen availability, water usage, or root depth). Building upon that, recent theoretical work has developed a more abstract construct of niche difference, firmly grounded in mathematical rigor, to quantify the deviation of a focal species' niche from that of its competitors \citep{spaak_intuitive_2020, spaak_mapping_2021}. These new theoretical advances are natural generalizations of the original formulations, as they produce identical results when applied to two species competing for resources. Yet, when applied to more complex communities, they can lead to new insight. For example, \citet{spaak_effect_2021} derived a null expectation for the effect of species richness, \citet{spaak2023continuous} and \citet{spaak_effect_2021} applied these methods to trait-based phytoplankton and zooplankton models with non-linear species interactions.\\
    
    These new formulations allow us to understand how much niches differ, without the imperative to precisely define the niche or its specific dimensions. This is especially important given our current lack of understanding regarding the exact nature of relevant niche dimensions.  It is unclear whether biodiversity in nature is driven by resource competition  \citep{tilman1982resource}, predator-prey interactions \citep{janzen_herbivores_1970, connell1971role}, environmental fluctuations \citep{chesson1994multispecies}, or even by stochasticity \citep{hubbell2001}. For example, the limiting factor for the persistence of a predator might not be the strong resource overlap with another predator, but simply the low availability of its prey, which might be driven by competition at a lower trophic level.\\

    While we have a mathematical framework for modern coexistence theory in multi-trophic communities \citep{spaak_mapping_2021}, there remains a core challenge in its ecological interpretation. Predators and prey inhabit distinct niches, potentially spanning different niche dimensions. It is pertinent to question what niche and fitness differences truly represent in a multi-trophic community. For any focal species, the definition of niche difference compares the actual growth rate of the species to two hypothetical ones. These hypothetical rates are computed under the scenarios when all other species \textit{on the same trophic level} as the focal species have either \textit{no} or \textit{complete} niche overlap with the focal species. Therefore, we do not compare the niche of a prey with that of a predator. Instead, we study how the niche of one predator differs from the niche space occupied by the rest of the community, i.e., the niche of a predator is compared to the niche of other predators while the niche of a prey is compared to the niche of other preys. Fitness differences are compared in the same vein. In sum, we sidestep comparisons of niche or fitness differences across trophic levels, and strictly restricted the comparison of niche differences among species in the same trophic level. With this nuanced interpretation, we build, for the first time, a null expectation for how trophic composition affects niche and fitness differences. 
\end{tcolorbox}

% why we should focus
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\section{Analytical derivations} 
\label{ap:theory}

\subsection{Model assumption}
We here present the analytical computations of how changes in species richness in the different trophic levels affect niche and fitness differences according to the different focuses.
For the analytic computation of niche and fitness differences, we assume that all inter-specific interactions are identical, i.e. $A^{(11)}_{ij}= A^{(12)}_{ik} = A^{(21)}_{lj}= A^{(22)}_{lk} = a$ for $i\ne j$ and $l\ne k$, as opposed to a random variable with mean $a$.
The intraspecific interaction is set to 1, again independent of the trophic level, i.e. $A^{(11)}_{ii} = A^{(22)}_{ll} = 1$.
Note, we use $i$ and $j$ for indices of a lower-trophic species and $l$ and $k$ for indices of a higher-trophic species.
Furthermore, let $n_1$ be the lower-trophic species richness  and $n_2$ be the higher-trophic species richness in the second trophic level. To compute niche and fitness differences according to the community focus, we first compute the equilibrium densities of the species. Because of symmetry, all lower-trophic species must have the same density at equilibrium, i.e. $N_i^{(1)} = N_j^{(1)}$ and similar for the second trophic level.
\begin{align}
\frac{1}{N_i^{(1)}}\frac{dN_i^{(1)}}{dt} = 0 &= \mu_i^{(1)} - \sum_j A_{ij}^{(11)}N_j^{(1)}-\sum_k A^{(12)}_{ik}N_k^{(2)}\\
&=\mu_i^{(1)} - (1+a(n_1-1))N_i^{(1)} - an_2N^{(2)}_k\\
%
\frac{1}{N_l^{(2)}}\frac{dN_l^{(2)}}{dt} = 0 &= \mu^{(2)}_l + \sum_j A_{lj}^{(21)}N_j^{(1)} - \sum_k A^{(22)}_{lk}N_k^{(2)}\\
&= \mu_l^{(2)} + an_1N_j^{(1)} - (1+a(n_2-1))N_k^{(2)}
\end{align}

Solving the equation system, we get
\begin{align}
\begin{pmatrix}
    N_i^{(1)}\\N_l^{(2)}
\end{pmatrix}
&=\begin{pmatrix}
    1+a(n_1-1) & an_2\\
    -an_1 & 1+a(n_2-1)
    \end{pmatrix}^{-1}
    \begin{pmatrix}
    \mu^{(1)}\\\mu^{(2)}
    \end{pmatrix}\\
%
&= \frac{1}{(1 + a(n_1-1))(1+a(n_2-1))+a^2n_1n_2}
    \begin{pmatrix}
    1+a(n_2-1) & -an_2\\
    an_1 & 1+a(n_1-1)
    \end{pmatrix}
    \begin{pmatrix}
    \mu^{(1)}\\\mu^{(2)}
    \end{pmatrix}\\
%
&= \frac{1}{1 + a(n_1-1)+a(n_2-1) +a^2(n_1-1)(n_2-1)+a^2n_1n_2}
\begin{pmatrix}
    an_2(\mu^{(1)}-\mu^{(2)})+(1-a)\mu^{(1)}\\an_1(\mu^{(1)}+\mu^{(2)}) +(1-a)\mu^{(2)}
\end{pmatrix}\\
&= \frac{1}{(1-a)^2 +a(1-a)(n_1+n_2) + 2a^2n_1n_2}
\begin{pmatrix}
    an_2(\mu^{(1)}-\mu^{(2)})+(1-a)\mu^{(1)}\\ an_1(\mu^{(1)}+\mu^{(2)}) +(1-a)\mu^{(2)}
\end{pmatrix} \label{eq:equilibrium_cond}
\end{align}

We note that $N_l^{(2)}>0$ if and only if $n_1>\frac{(1-a)|\mu_l^{(2)}|}{a(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)}}$.

For the traditional and the alternative approach we first convert the community model with two trophic levels into a community model with only one trophic level by setting the growth rates of the other community level to constant.
Often this is done with a timescale separation, which in this case would not be meaningful, as we cannot assume at the same time that the dynamics of the higher trophic are faster than the lower trophic and vice versa.
Rather, the justification for this stems from how we compute niche and fitness differences, which depends on the intrinsic growth rate $\mu_i$, the invasion growth rate $r_i$, and the no-niche growth rate $\eta_i$, which are all evaluated at an equilibrium state.
Therefore, we do not assume timescale separation, but rather we only evaluate the growth dynamics at equilibrium, such that we can assume the non-focal trophic level to be at equilibrium.

\subsection{Traditional focus} \label{sec:trad_low}

We first investigate how a change in richness of the lower trophic level affects niche and fitness differences of the lower trophic level.
The density of the higher trophic level is given by
\begin{align}
    \frac{1}{N^2}\frac{dN^2}{dt} &= \mu^{(2)} + A^{(21)}N^{(1)} -A^{(22)}N^{(2)} = 0\\
    \Leftrightarrow N^{(2)} &= (A^{(22)})^{-1} (\mu^{(2)} + A^{(21)}N^{(1)})
\end{align}

Inserting this into the equation for the of the lower trophic level we get
\begin{align}
    \frac{1}{N^{(1)}}\frac{dN^{(1)}}{dt} &= \mu^{(1)} - A^{(12)}N^{(2)} - A^{(11)}N^{(1)}\\
    &= \mu^{(1)} - A^{(11)}N^{(1)} - A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}\mu^{(2)} - A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)} N^{(1)}\\
    &= (\mu^{(1)} - A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}\mu^{(2)}) - (A^{(11)} + A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)})N^{(1)}
\end{align}

We therefore obtain another Lotka-Volterra community model with different parameters of the form $\mu^{1'} = \mu^{(1)} - A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}\mu^{(2)}$ and $A^{(11)'} = A^{(11)} + A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)}$.
To understand how species richness $n_1$ affects niche and fitness differences according to the traditional focus we must first understand how species richness $n_1$ affects $A^{(11)'}$.

We now compute $A^{(11)'} = A^{(11)} + A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)}$. To do so, we note that $A^{(22)} = (1-a) I + aJ$, where $I$ is the unit matrix and $J$ is the matrix with all ones. We have $(A^{(22)})^{-1} = \frac{1}{1-a}\left(I - \frac{a}{1 + (n_2-1)a}J\right)$, which can be verified as
\begin{align}
A^{(22)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}&=\left((1-a)I + aJ\right)\frac{1}{1-a}\left(I -\frac{a}{1+(n_2-1)a}J\right)\\
&=I + \frac{1}{1-a}\left(-\frac{(1-a)a}{1+(n_2-1)a} +a-\frac{n_2a^2}{1+(n_2-1)a}\right)\\
&= I +\frac{1}{1-a}\left(\frac{-a+a^2+a+(n_2-1)a^2 -n_2a^2}{1+(n_2-1)a}\right)\\
&= I
\end{align}

Given this, we can compute $A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)}$ as
\begin{align}
A^{(12)}(A^{(22)})^{-1}A^{(21)} &= A^{(12)}\frac{1}{1-a}\left(I - \frac{a}{1 + (n_2-1)a}J\right)A^{(21)}\\
&= aJ\frac{1}{1-a}\left(I-\frac{a}{1+(n_2-1)a}J\right)(aJ)\\
&= \frac{a^2}{1-a}\left(JIJ - \frac{a}{1+(n_2-1)a}J\cdot J\cdot J\right)\\
&= \frac{a^2}{1-a}\left(n_2J - \frac{n_2a}{1+(n_2-1)a}n_2^2J\right)\\
&= \frac{a^2}{1-a}\left(n_2 - \frac{n_2a}{1+(n_2-1)a}\right)J\\
&= \frac{a^2}{1-a}\frac{n_2 + n_2^2a - n_2a + n_2^2a}{1+(n2-1)a}J\\
&= \frac{n_2a^2}{1+(n_2-1)a}J
\end{align}

Given this we can compute $A^{(11)'}_{ij} = a + \frac{n_2a^2}{1+(n_2-1)a}$ and
$A^{(11)'}_{ii} = 1 + \frac{n_2a^2}{1+(n_2-1)a}$.

We can then compute niche differences of the lower-trophic species as
\begin{align}
    \ND_i^{(1)} &= \frac{r_i - \eta_i}{\mu_i-\eta_i}\\
    &= \frac{(\mu_i' - n_1A_{ij}^{(11)'}N^{(1)}) - (\mu_i'-n_1A_{ii}^{(11)'}N^{(1)})}
        {(\mu_i') - (\mu_i' -n_1A_{ii}^{(11)'}N^{(1)})}\\
    &= 1 - \frac{A^{(11)'}_{ij}}{A^{(11)'}_{ii}}
\end{align}

We see that this does not depend on $n_1$, the lower-trophic species richness, as neither $A^{(11)'}$ is independent of $n_1$. 

To compute $\FD_l^{(2)}$ we first compute the equilibrium density of the higher-trophic species as

\begin{align}
    0 &= \mu^{1'} - A^{(11)'}N^{1'}\\
    &= \mu^{2'} - A^{(11)'}_{ij}(n_1-1)N^{1'} - A^{(11)'}_{ii}N^{1'}\\
    N^{1'} &= \frac{\mu_i^{1'}}{A^{(11)'}_{ii}  + (n_1-1)A^{(11)'}_{ij}}
\end{align}

we therefore get $\eta_i = \mu_i^{1'} - \frac{A^{(11)'}_{ii}n_1\mu_i^{1'}}{A^{(11)'}_{ii} + (n_1-1)A^{(11)'}_{ij}}$

\begin{align}
    \FD_i^{(1)} &= 1 -\frac{\mu_i}{\mu_i - \eta_i}\\
    &= 1 - \frac{\mu_i'}{\frac{A^{(11)'}_{ii}n_1\mu_i^{1'}}{A^{(11)'}_{ii} + (n_1-1)A^{(11)'}_{ij}}}\\
    &= 1 - \frac{1}{n_1} - \frac{(n_1-1)A^{(11)'}_{ij}}{n_1A^{(11)'}_{ii}}\\
    &= \left(1-\frac{A^{(11)'}_{ij}}{A^{(11)'}_{ii}}\right)\left(1-\frac{1}{n_1}\right)
\end{align}

We therefore see that increasing $n_1$ increases $\FD_i^{(1)}$.
The same analysis applies if we change the species richness of the higher trophic level and analyse the niche and fitness differences of the higher trophic level. 
For the traditional focus we therefore see that the results from \cite{spaak_species_2021} apply, that is species richness in the same trophic level have no effect on niche differences, but does increase fitness differences.

\subsection{Alternative focus} \label{sec:alt_low}

Similar to the traditional focus we can compute $A^{(22)'} = A^{(22)} + A^{(21)}(A^{(11)})^{-1}A^{(12)}$ which gives
\begin{align}
A^{(22)'}_{lk} &= a + \frac{n_1a^2}{1+(n_1-1)a}\\
&=\frac{a+n_1a^2-a^2+n_1a^2}{1+(n_1-1)a}\\
&=a\frac{1-a + 2n_1a}{1+(n_1-1)a}\\
A^{(22)'}_{ll} &= 1 + \frac{n_1a^2}{1+(n_1-1)a}\\
&= \frac{1+(n_1-1)a + n_1a^2}{1+(n_1-1)a}\\
&=\frac{1-a + an_1(1+a)}{1+(n_1-1)a}
\end{align}

Next we can compute the relative interspecific competition, i.e. 
\begin{align}
    \frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}} &= \frac{a\left(1-a + 2n_1a\right)}{1-a + a(1+a)n_1}\\
    &= a\frac{1-a + 2n_1a + a(1+a)n_1 -a(1+a)n_1}{1-a+ a(1+a)n_1}\\
    &= a\left(1 + \frac{2n_1a - a(1+a)n_1}{1-a+a(1+a)n_1}\right)\\
    &= a\left(1 + \frac{a(1-a)n_1}{1-a +a(1+a)n_1}\right)
\end{align}

Therefore, the relative interspecific competition strength is increasing in the species richness of the lower trophic level. As a consequence, we expect niche differences to decrease with increasing $n_1$.

To compute $\mathcal{F}_l^{(2)}$ we note that $c_{ij} = 1$  because of symmetry.
To compute the no-niche growth rate we first compute the equilibrium density of the species as

\begin{align}
    0 &= \mu^{2'} - A^{(22)'}N^{2'}\\
    &= \mu^{2'} - A^{(22)'}_{lk}(n_2-1)N^{2'} - A^{(22)'}_{ll}N^{2'}\\
    N^{2'} &= \frac{\mu^{2'}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll} + (n_2 - 1)A^{(22)'}_{lk}}
\end{align}

We therefore get $\eta_i = \mu^{2'} - \frac{A_{ll}^{(22)'}n_2\mu^{2'}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll} + (n_2 - 1)A^{(22)'}_{lk}}$ and therefore

\begin{align}
    \mathcal{F}_l^{(2)} &= 1-\frac{\mu_i}{\mu_i - \eta_i}\\
    &= 1-\frac{\mu^{2'}}{\frac{n_2\mu^{2'}A^{(22)'}_{ll}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll} + (n_2 - 1)A^{(22)'}_{lk}}}\\
    &= 1 - \frac{1 + (n_2-1)\frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}}}{n_2}\\
    &= 1 - \frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}}- \frac{1 -\frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}}}{n_2}\\
    &= \left(1 - \frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}}\right)\left(1-\frac{1}{n_2}\right)
\end{align}

As shown above, $1-\frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}}$ decreases in $n_1$, therefore fitness differences decrease with increasing species richness of the adjacent trophic level.

Conversely, focusing on the effect of changing the species richness in the higher trophic level and assessing it's effect on the lower trophic level. We know that $\frac{A^{(11)'}_{lk}}{A^{(11)'}_{ll}}$ increases in $n_2$, the species richness in the higher trophic level. Therefore, we expect niche differences of the lower trophic level to decrease with increasing species richness of the higher trophic level.
For the same arguments as mentioned above we therefore expect fitness differences to decrease as well.

\subsection{Community focus} \label{sec:com_low}

We note that the $c_{ij}=1$ for all species, as all inter-specific species interactions have the same strength. With this we can compute the relevant niche and fitness differences of the two trophic levels

\begin{align}
\ND^{(1)}_i &= 1- \frac{\mu_i^{(1)} - r_i^{(1)}}{\mu_i^{(1)} - \eta_i^{(1)}} \label{eq:NFD_com_1}\\
 &= 1- \frac{\mu_i^{(1)} - (\mu_i^{(1)} - an_1 N^{(1)}-an_2N^{(2)})}{\mu_i^{(1)} - (\mu_i^{(1)}-n_1N^{(1)}-n_2N^{(2)})}\\
 &= 1- a,
 \end{align}
which is independent of species richness $n_1$ and $n_2$.

 For the other niche and fitness differences we first observe that the derivative of the function $\frac{d}{dx}\left(-\frac{\alpha x + \beta}{\gamma x+\delta}\right) = -\frac{\alpha (\gamma x+\delta) - (\alpha x+\beta)\gamma}{(\gamma x+\delta)^2} = -\frac{\alpha\delta-\beta\gamma}{(\gamma x+\delta)^2}$ is negative if $\alpha\delta-\beta\gamma>0$. Therefore, $-\frac{\alpha x + \beta}{\gamma x + \delta}$ is a decreasing function if  $\alpha\delta-\beta\gamma>0$.

 \begin{align}
\FD^{(1)}_i &= 1-\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}-\eta_i^{(1)}}\\
 &= 1-\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}}{\mu_i^{(1)} - (\mu_i^{(1)}-n_1N^{(1)}-n_2N^{(2)})}\\
 &= 1-\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}}{n_1N_i^{(1)}+n_2N_l^{(2)}}\\
 %
 &= 1-\mu_i^{(1)}\frac{(1-a)^2 + a(1-a)(n_1+n_2) +2a^2n_1n_2}
 {2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
 %
 &= 1 -\mu_i^{(1)}\frac{(1-a)^2 + \frac{a}{\mu_i^{(1)}}\left((1-a)(n_1+n_2)\mu_i^{(1)}+2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)}\right)}
 {2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
 %
 &= 1- \mu_i^{(1)}\left(\frac{a}{\mu_i^{(1)}} +\frac{(1-a)^2 + \frac{a}{\mu_i^{(1)}}\left((1-a)n_2\mu_i^{(1)} - (1-a)n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\right)}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\right)\\
 %
 &= 1-a -\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}(1-a)^2 + a(1-a)n_2(\mu_i^{(1)} -\mu_l^{(2)})}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
 %
 &= (1-a)\left(1 - \frac{\mu_i^{(1)}(1-a) + an_2(\mu_i^{(1)} -\mu_l^{(2)})}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\right)
 \end{align}

We therefore see that increasing $n_1$ increases $\FD_i^{(1)}$, as the last term in the brackets is of form $-\frac{0 n_1 +\beta}{\gamma n_1 + \delta}$ with $\beta, \gamma, \delta>0$. Additionally, for increasing $n_1$ $\FD_i^{(1)}$ approaches $1-a$.
To assess the effect of $n_2$ on $\FD_i^{(1)}$ we note that the last term has the form $-\frac{\alpha n_2 + \beta}{\gamma n_2 + \delta}$ with $\alpha = a(\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}), \beta = \mu_i^{(1)}(1-a)$, $\gamma = 2an_1\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}, \delta = (1-a)n_1\mu_i^{(1)}$, which leads to 
\begin{align}
    \alpha\delta -\beta\gamma &= a(\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)})(1-a)n_1\mu_i^{(1)} - \mu_i^{(1)}(1-a)(2an_1\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)})\\
    &=(1-a)\mu_i^{(1)}\left(an_1(\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}-2\mu_i^{(1)}) - (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}\right)\\
    &= (1-a)\mu_i^{(1)} \left(-an_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)}) - (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}\right)
\end{align}

This is negative if $n_1>\frac{(1-a)|\mu_l^{(2)}|}{a(\mu_i^{(1)} +\mu_l^{(2)})}$.
This condition is equivalent to the condition that the higher trophic level have a positive equilibrium density, i.e. $N_l^{(2)}>0$, see \ref{eq:equilibrium_cond}
We therefore conclude that $F_i^{(1)}$ increases with increasing $n_2$.
 \begin{align}
 \ND_l^{(2)} &= 1-\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}-r_l^{(2)}}{\mu_l^{(2)}-\eta_l^{(2)}}\\
 &=1-\frac{-an_1N_i^{(1)}+an_2N_l^{(2)}}{n_1N_i^{(1)}+n_2N_l^{(2)}}\\
 &= 1-a\frac{-n_1N_i^{(1)}+n_2N_l^{(2)}}{n_1N_i^{(1)}+n_2N_l^{(2)}}\\
 &= 1-a\frac{-n_1(an_2(\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)})+(1-a)\mu_i^{(1)})+n_2(an_1(\mu_i^{(1)}+\mu_l^{(2)})+(1-a)\mu_l^{(2)})}{n_1(an_2(\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)})+(1-a)\mu_i^{(1)})+n_2(an_1(\mu_i^{(1)}+\mu_l^{(2)})+(1-a)\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
&= 1-a\frac{2\mu_l^{(2)}an_1n_2-(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}-n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
&= 1-a\left(\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}
+ \frac{-(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} - n_2\mu_l^{(2)}) - (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\right)\\
%
&= 1-a\left(\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}
- (1-a)\frac{n_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)}) - n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}} }{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\right)\\
%
&= 1-a\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}
- \frac{a(1-a)n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}
+\frac{a(1-a)n_1(\mu_i^{(1)}+\mu_l^{(2)})}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})} \label{eq:ND_2_compare}\\
&= 1-a\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}
- a(1-a)\frac{n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}} - n_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}
 \end{align}

The last expression is of the form $-\frac{\alpha n_1 + \beta}{\gamma n_1 + \delta}$ with $\alpha = -(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)}), \beta = n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}$, $\gamma = 2a\mu_i^{(1)}n_2 + (1-a)\mu_i^{(1)}, \delta  = (1-a)n_2\mu_l^{(2)}$ where $\alpha, \beta$ and $\delta$ are negative, hence $\alpha\delta -\beta\gamma$ is positive and hence $\ND_l^{(2)}$ decreases with increasing $n_1$.

To assess the dependence on $n_2$ we not that the last expression is of the form $-\frac{\alpha n_2 + \beta}{\gamma n_2 + \delta}$ with $\alpha =\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}, \beta = -n_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})$, $\gamma = 2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1 + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}, \delta  = (1-a)n_1\mu_i^{(1)}$ which leads to
\begin{align}
    \alpha\delta -\beta\gamma &= \mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}(1-a)n_1\mu_i^{(1)} - (-n_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)}))(2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1 + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)})\\
    &= n_1 \left((1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}( (\mu_i^{(1)} -\mu_l^{(2)}) + (\mu_i^{(1)} +\mu_l^{(2)}))
    + (\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1\right)\\
    &= 2n_1\mu_i^{(1)}\left( (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)} + an_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})\right)
\end{align}
This last expression is positive if $n_1>\frac{|\mu_l^{(2)}|(1-a)}{a(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})}$, which is the same expression as for $\FD_i^{(1)}$. We therefore note that $\ND_l^{(2)}$ decreases in $n_2$.
 \begin{align}
 \FD_l^{(2)}&=1-\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_l^{(2)}-\eta_l^{(2)}}\\
 &=1-\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{n_1N_i^{(1)}+n_2N_l^{(2)}} \label{eq:NFD_com_2}\\
 &= 1-\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{(1-a)^2 + a(1-a)(n_1+n_2) +2a^2n_1n_2}
 {2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
 &= 1 -\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{(1-a)^2 + \frac{a}{\mu_i^{(1)}}\left((1-a)(n_1+n_2)\mu_i^{(1)}+2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)}\right)}
 {2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
 &= 1- \mu_l^{(2)}\left(\frac{a}{\mu_i^{(1)}} +\frac{(1-a)^2 + \frac{a}{\mu_i^{(1)}}\left((1-a)n_2\mu_i^{(1)} - (1-a)n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\right)}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\right)\\
 &= 1 - a\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}} -(1-a)\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}(1-a) + \mu_l^{(2)}an_2\frac{\mu_i^{(1)} -\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})} \label{eq:FD_2}\\
 &= 1-a\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}
 -\frac{a(1-a)n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})} - \frac{\mu_l^{(2)}(1-a)^2}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})} \label{eq:FD_2_compare}\\
 \end{align}

The expression in \ref{eq:FD_2}is of the form $-\frac{0 n_1 + \beta}{\gamma n_1 + \delta}$ with negative $\beta$ (note that $\mu_l^{(2)}<0$) and positive $\gamma$, therefore $\FD_l^{(2)}$ decreases in $n_1$. 

The expression in \ref{eq:FD_2}is of the form $\frac{\alpha n_2 + \beta}{\gamma n_1 + \delta}$ with $\alpha = \mu_l^{(2)}a\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}, \beta = \mu_l^{(2)}(1-a)$, $\gamma = 2an_1\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}$ and $\delta = (1-a)n_1\mu_i^{(1)}$ which leads to 
\begin{align}
    \alpha\delta -\beta\gamma &=  \mu_l^{(2)}a\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}(1-a)n_1\mu_i^{(1)} - \mu_l^{(2)}(1-a)(2an_1\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)})\\
    &= (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}\left(an_1(\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}) - 2an_1\mu_i^{(1)} - (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}\right)\\
    &= -(1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}\left(an_1(\mu_i + \mu_l^{(2)}) + (1-a)\mu_l^{(2)}\right)
\end{align}

This last expression is positive if $n_1>\frac{|\mu_l^{(2)}|(1-a)}{a(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})}$, which is the same expression as for $\FD_i^{(1)}$ and for $\ND_l^{(2)}$. We therefore note that $\ND_l^{(2)}$ decreases in $n_2$.

\subsection{Relative change of niche and fitness differences}

For the higher trophic level we note that the expression for niche and fitness differences are almost equivalent (see equations \ref{eq:ND_2_compare} and \ref{eq:FD_2_compare}). Specifically, they differ only in the last term of each expression.

\begin{align}
    \FD_l^{(2)}-\ND_l^{(2)} &= -\frac{a(1-a)n_1(\mu_i^{(1)}+\mu_l^{(2)})}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})} -  \frac{\mu_l^{(2)}(1-a)^2}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\\
    &= -\frac{(1-a)\left(an_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)}) + \mu_l^{(2)}(1-a)\right)}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}
\end{align}
Which is negative if $n_1>\frac{|\mu_l^{(2)}|(1-a)}{a(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})}$, i.e. if the higher trophic level has positive equilibrium density.
This expression is of the form $-\frac{\alpha n_1 + \beta}{\gamma n_1 + \delta}$ with negative $\alpha, \gamma$ and $\delta$, but positive $\beta$, hence $\alpha\delta - \gamma\beta>0$. Consequentially, $\frac{d}{dn_1}\FD_l^{(2)} - \frac{d}{dn_1}\ND_l^{(2)}$ is negative, or said differently, changes in species richness of the lower trophic level have a stronger effect on niche than on fitness differences of the higher trophic level.

Similarly, this expression is of the form $-\frac{0 n_2 + \beta}{\gamma n_2 + \delta}$ with positive $\beta$ and $\gamma$, hence $\alpha\delta - \gamma\beta<0$. Consequentially, $\frac{d}{dn_1}\FD_l^{(2)} - \frac{d}{dn_1}\ND_l^{(2)}$ is positive, or said differently, changes in species richness of the higher trophic level have a stronger effect on fitness than on niche differences of the higher trophic level.

\subsection{Summary of key results}
\begin{table}[H]
    \centering
    \begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
        \hline
        Method & type & Equation & Effect low & Effect high\\
        \hline
        %
        Trad.  &  $\ND_i^{(1)}$ & $1- \frac{A^{(11)'}_{ij}}{A^{(11)'}_{ii}}$ & Constant & NA\\
        %
        Trad.  & $\FD_i^{(1)}$ & $\left(1- \frac{A^{(11)'}_{ij}}{ A^{(11)'}_{ii}}\right)\left(1-\frac{1}{n_1}\right)$ & Increase & NA\\
        %
        Trad.  &  $\ND_l^{(2)}$ & $1- \frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{A^{(22)'}_{ll}}$ & NA & Constant\\
        %
        Trad.  & $\FD_l^{(2)}$ & $\left(1- \frac{A^{(22)'}_{lk}}{ A^{(22)'}_{ll}}\right)\left(1-\frac{1}{n_2}\right)$ & NA & increase\\
        \hline
        %
        Alt. & $\ND_i^{(1)}$ & $ 1- a\left(\frac{a(1-a)n_2}{1-a + a(1+a)n_2}\right)$ & NA & decrease\\
        %
        Alt. & $\FD_i^{(1)}$ & $\left(1- a\left(\frac{a(1-a)n_2}{1-a + a(1+a)n_2}\right)\right)\left(1-\frac{1}{n_1}\right)$ & NA & decrease\\
        %
        Alt. & $\ND_l^{(2)}$ & $ 1- a\left(\frac{a(1-a)n_1}{1-a + a(1+a)n_1}\right)$  & decrease & NA\\
        %
        Alt. & $\FD_l^{(2)}$ & $\left(1- a\left(\frac{a(1-a)n_1}{1-a + a(1+a)n_1}\right)\right)\left(1-\frac{1}{n_2}\right)$ & decrease & NA\\
        %
        \hline
        Com. & $\ND_i^{(1)}$ & $1-a$ & Constant & Constant\\
        %
        Com. & $\FD_i^{(1)}$ & $(1-a)\left(1 - \frac{\mu_i^{(1)}(1-a) + an_2(\mu_i^{(1)} -\mu_l^{(2)})}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}\right)$ & increase & increase\\
        %
        Com. & $\ND_l^{(2)}$ & $1-a\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}
- a(1-a)\frac{n_2\mu_l^{(2)}\frac{\mu_i^{(1)}-\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}} - n_1(\mu_i^{(1)} + \mu_l^{(2)})}{2\mu_i^{(1)}an_1n_2+(1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)}+n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}$ & decrease & decrease\\
        %
        Com. & $\FD_l^{(2)}$ & $1 - a\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}} -(1-a)\frac{\mu_l^{(2)}(1-a) + \mu_l^{(2)}an_2\frac{\mu_i^{(1)} -\mu_l^{(2)}}{\mu_i^{(1)}}}{2an_1n_2\mu_i^{(1)} + (1-a)(n_1\mu_i^{(1)} + n_2\mu_l^{(2)})}$ & decrease & decrease\\
        \hline
    \end{tabular}
    \caption{We summarize the expressions for niche and fitness differences (second and third column) according to the three different focus (first column). We report the effect of increasing the lower (``Effect low") or increasing the higher (``Effect high") trophic level. NA implies that this focus can not be applied to the given change in species richness. }
    \label{tab:my_label}
\end{table}
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\section{Simulations} \label{ap:simulation}
To validate that our analytic results apply beyond the strict assumptions, we used simulations to relax the assumptions. We performed a large set of additional simulations.

\subsection{Alternative presentation of Figure 3}
Figure \ref{fig:alter_ratio2} reproduces Figure 3 except that the x-axis now shows quantifies the rate of change in niche or fitness differences with an increased proportion of lower-trophic species (i.e., slope in Figure 2). A higher value signifies stronger effects.  

\begin{figure}[H]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Fig3_new.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Diversity at lower (respectively higher) trophic is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences}. To validate the generality of our analytic results, we adopted a full-factorial simulation approach by relaxing various assumptions (see Methods for details). The horizontal axis quantifies the rate of change in niche or fitness differences with an increased proportion of lower-trophic species, where higher values signify stronger effects. The vertical dashed line represents the baseline of no effect. Despite adopting more relaxed and realistic conditions, the observed trends closely mirror our analytical predictions. 
    For lower-trophic species (denoted in yellow), a higher proportion of lower-trophic species shows an almost null impact on their niche differentiation (Upper Left) but a strong increase in fitness disparity (Lower Left). Conversely, for higher-trophic species (denoted in blue), the trend is reversed, with their niche differences becoming higher and fitness differences remaining almost constant. These findings further confirm that species diversity in trophic levels is constrained by contrasting coexistence mechanisms.
    }
    \label{fig:alter_ratio2}
\end{figure}

\subsection{Low niche dimension}

In the main text, we assumed that interspecific interaction strengths are drawn from a probability distribution. This could correspond to the assumption that the species compete for many different resources and have many traits that affect their interaction strength \citep{barbier2021fingerprints}. We therefore simulate a community model where the interaction strength between species is derived mechanistically from an underlying resource competition model known as the MacArthur resource model \citep{macarthur_limiting_1967}.
To expand this model to a two-trophic community, we follow the notation of \citep{spaak2023continuous}. 

Specifically, we assume that the species in the lower trophic level compete for a resource continuum, the carrying capacity of the resources is given by $K(r)=C\exp\left(-\frac{r^2}{2\omega^2}\right)$, where $C$ is the maximum carrying capacity, $r$ is the resource and $\omega$ is the niche breadth of the environmental niche (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}A, black line). Each species from the lower trophic level is defined by two traits, their resource consumption preference $x_i^{(1)}$ and the niche width $\sigma_i^{(1)}$. Given these two traits, the resource consumption of a species is given by $u_i (r)=\frac{1}{\sigma_i^{(1)}\sqrt{2\pi}}\exp\left(-\frac{(x_i^{(1)}-r)^2}{2(\sigma_i^{(1)})^2}\right)$ (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}A, blue line).
The inter-specific competition $a^{(11)}_{ij}$ between two species is then given as the integral of the two resource uptake functions, i.e. $a_{ij}=\int u_i(r)u_j(r)dr$. Similarly, the intrinsic growth rate $\mu_i^{(1)}$ is given by the integral of the resource uptake function multiplied by the carrying capacity of the resources, i.e. $\mu_i^{(1)}=\int K(r)u_i(r) dr$.

Similarly, each predator has a preferred prey size $x_j^{(2)}$ as well as a niche width $\sigma_j^{(2)}$. For simplicity, we assume that the resource preference $x_i^{(1)}$ is equal to the body size of the prey and hence determines how strongly a predator will consume this prey (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}A, red line). The interaction strength between a predator and a prey is then given by a Gaussian kernel, i.e. $a_{ij}^{(12)}=\frac{1}{\sigma_j^{(2)}\sqrt{2\pi}}\exp\left(-\frac{\left(x_j^{(2)}-x_i^{(1)}\right)^2}{2(\sigma_j^{(2)})^2}\right)$.
The predators have to digest the consumed prey and therefore the effect of the prey on the predator is multiplied with a conversion factor $e=0.2$, i.e. $a_{ji}^{(21)}=ea_{ij}^{(12)}$.
We assume that the predators have no direct interspecific interactions, i.e. $a_{lk}^{(22)} =0$ for $l\ne k$, however, each predator has a self-limitation, which we assumed to be equal to $0.5$. This was necessary to ensure stable coexistence.
Finally, we assume that the predators have a mortality rate of $\mu_j^{(2)} = 0.1$.

We created 1000 communities. We first randomly defined the available resources by choosing $C\in [3,8]$ and $\omega\sim\mathcal{N}(20,3)$. We then randomly set species richness from 10 to 26 species, with each species having a 70$\%$ chance of being a prey species and 30$\%$ chance of being a predator species. The resource preferences $x_i^{(1)}$ of the prey were then evenly spaced on the resource axis, and similarly the preferred prey size $x_j^{(2)}$ of the predators (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}).
Finally, we chose a random niche width $\sigma_i^{(1)}\in [0.3, 0.6]$. The niche width of the predators was chosen to be 3 times larger than that of the prey to avoid continuous assembly cycles \citep{spaak2023continuous}. 

For these communities, we then computed niche and fitness differences according to the community focus. However, some of the communities were not able to coexist or some of the invasion growth rates did not exist. These were removed from the analysis.
As in the main text, we see a wider spread of fitness differences than of niche differences for the lower trophic level (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}C), however, we see a wider spread of niche differences than of fitness differences for the higher trophic level (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}D).

Finally, we asked how sensitive these niche and fitness differences are to perturbations. To do so, we randomly selected a species from each community and removed this species. We then computed the niche and fitness differences of all other species, with this one species absent. We then computed how the perturbation of removing one species affects the niche and fitness differences of each species. We see the same pattern as before, but even clearer. Specifically, the niche difference of the lower trophic level is almost not affected by the perturbation, but fitness differences are affected (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}E). Conversely, the niche differences of the higher trophic level are affected but not the fitness differences of the higher trophic level (Fig. \ref{fig_ap:low_dimension}D).

\begin{figure}[H]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Figure_ap_low_niche_dimension.pdf}
    \caption{We computed niche and fitness differences for a community model with only one niche axis. A: The species of the lower trophic levels compete for the available resources (black line). Each blue line represents the resource consumption of one species. The predation preferences of the predators are shown in red, which consume the lower trophic levels. B: We simulated the community model to equilibrium and multiplied the resource consumption vectors by the equilibrium density, the scaled resource consumption rates losely track the available resources.
    C,D: We computed niche and fitness differences for 1000 communities and show the distribution of niche and fitness differences for the lower (C) and higher (D) trophic level. E,F: Finally, we removed one species and computed how much this affects the niche and fitness differences of the remaining species for the lower (E) and higher trophic levels (F). }
    \label{fig_ap:low_dimension}
\end{figure}

\subsection{Decreasing mean interaction strength with increasing species richness}
\begin{figure}[H]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{figure/niche_low_dimension.pdf}
    \caption{The same as Figure \ref{fig:proportion} except that the mean interaction strength scales with the square root of total species. This scaling is a typical assumption in random matrix theory. While we observe a higher range of niche differences for lower-trophic species (as well as fitness differences for higher-trophic species), the qualitative patterns still hold.}
    \label{fig:decreasing_mean}
\end{figure}


\subsection{Different interaction strength depending on the trophic levels}
Previously, we assumed that all interspecific interactions are drawn from the same underlying distribution (e.g., $A^{(11)}_{ij}, A^{(12)}_{jl}, A^{(21)}_{lj}, A^{(22)}_{kl} \sim N(\alpha, \sigma)$). This is likely not the case in natural communities, as these interaction strengths might depend on the trophic community. To address this, we simulated communities where the underlying distributions for interspecific interactions depend on the trophic levels, i.e. $A^{(11)}_{ij}\sim N(\alpha^{(11)}, \sigma^{(11)}),
A^{(12)}_{jl}\sim N(\alpha^{(12)}, \sigma^{(12)}),
A^{(21)}_{lj}\sim N(\alpha^{(21)}, \sigma^{(21)})$ and
$A^{(22)}_{kl}\sim N(\alpha^{(22)}, \sigma^{(22)})$.

We randomly created 100 communities types where the mean and variance of the inter-specific distributions were all drawn randomly from a uniform distribution, i.e. $\alpha^{(xy)}\sim U[0.1, 0.4]$ and $\sigma^{(xy)}\sim U[0.005, 0.02]$.
For each community type we created two communities, one community with high species richness in the lower trophic level and one community with high species richness in the higher trophic level. Species richness was always set to 10, with a composition of 8 species in one trophic level and 2 species in the other trophic level.
We then computed niche and fitness differences according to the community focus for these communities and compared the mean niche differences for each trophic level.
Finally, we computed how much the change in community composition affects the mean niche and fitness differences per trophic level. The results confirm the results found in the main text with more generality, change in community composition affect the fitness differences of the lower trophic level but the niche differences of the higher trophic level.

\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Figure_non_uniform_parameters.pdf}
    \caption{For different interspecific interaction distributions we computed how much a change in community composition affects niche and fitness differences of the lower (panel A) and higher (panel B) trophic level. As found in the main text, community composition affects fitness differences of the lower trophic level but affects the niche differences of the higher trophic level, even under these more general assumptions.
    \label{ap_fig:non_uniform_parameters}}
\end{figure}
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Testing in another perspective of assembly in multitrophic communities} \label{ap:proportion}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

We now study how community composition affects niche and fitness differences by changing the proportion of lower-trophic species while keeping total species richness constant. We did not use the traditional or the alternative focus here because altering the proportion of lower-trophic species affects both higher and lower trophic levels, resulting in no changes to overall species richness.

% Effects on niche differences
Focusing on niche differences, increasing the proportion of lower-trophic species does not affect the niche differences of lower trophic levels, but increases the niche differences of higher trophic levels (Figure \ref{fig:alter_ratio} left panel).
Heuristically, niche difference is calculated as the mean difference between a species and a randomly chosen individual from the community.
For a higher-trophic species, a higher proportion of lower-trophic species implies that the higher-trophic more often interacts with a lower-trophic species, leading to an increase in its niche differences.
However, in our simulations, a lower-trophic species has the same niche difference with other lower-trophic species as with the higher-trophic species (see Methods), so the proportion of lower-trophic species does not affect its niche difference. More generally, the effect on lower-trophic species' niche differences depends on whether their differences with higher-trophic species are smaller or larger than those with another lower-trophic species; yet this effect is generally small.

% effects on fitness differences
Focusing on fitness differences, increasing the proportion of lower-trophic species increases the fitness differences of the lower trophic level and slightly decreases the fitness differences of the higher trophic level (Figure \ref{fig:alter_ratio} right panel). Heuristically, increasing the proportion of lower-trophic species increases the total species density, which decreases the no-niche growth rate $\eta_i$, a main driver of fitness differences (Eqn. \ref{eqn.ND.FD}).
For a lower-trophic species, higher total density implies more fierce competition, which increases fitness differences.
In contrast, for a higher-trophic species, higher total density implies more potential lower-trophic species, which decreases their fitness differences. 

% Combined effect
The results obtained from the community focus are consistent with the traditional and alternative focuses, which suggest that a high or low proportion of lower-trophic species can hinder the persistence of either lower- or higher-trophic species.
However, while the predicted patterns are the same, only by considering the community focus can we recognize that different trophic levels are influenced by distinct coexistence mechanisms.

\clearpage
\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Fig3.pdf}
    \caption{Diversity at lower (respectively higher) trophic is primarily constrained by fitness (respectively niche) differences. We alter the trophic composition of the community while keeping total species richness constant. As with changes in species richness, the community composition does not affect niche differences of the lower trophic level (Panel A), but increases its ﬁtness differences (Panel B). In contrast, niche diﬀerences of the higher trophic level increase with increasing proportion of lower-trophic species (Panel C), while ﬁtness differences of the higher trophic level decrease with increasing proportion of lower-trophic species (Panel D). The pattern in Panel C is driven by the decrease of higher-trophic species richness (see Figure 2 I), while the pattern in Panel D is driven by the increase of lower-trophic species richness (see Figure 2 F). As with changes of species richness, the changes of niche differences are stronger than changes of ﬁtness differences for the higher trophic level.
    }
    \label{fig:proportion}
\end{figure}
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\section{Analysis of tri-trophic communities} \label{ap:tri_trophic}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% setup of theoretical tri-trophic results
We then test whether our findings in two-trophic communities generalize to tri-trophic community. Specifically, for a community with 21 species in total (the median species richness of the empirical data), we altered the proportion of each trophic level and computed niche and fitness differences of the community as a whole (community focus).
To assess the robustness of coexistence we computed the distance of a species niche and fitness differences to the persistence line, which is given by $\mathcal{N}_i-\mathcal{F}_i=\frac{r_i}{\mu_i-\eta_i}$ and can be interpreted how strongly the niche differences compensate for the fitness differences.
Intuitively, a species with a high invasion growth rate $r_i$ is less prone to extinction \citep{ellner_expanded_2019, barabas_chessons_2018, spaak_mapping_2021}, but see \cite{pande_mean_2020}.
However, species with fast life-cycles will generally have higher invasion growth rates, independent of their actual robustness against extinction, we therefore scale $r_i$ with $\mu_i-\eta_i$, a measure of how strongly a species limits itself. This approach is conceptually similar to the scaling of the invasion growth rate proposed by \cite{pande2022temporal}.


% theoretical two and three trophic level confirm each other
In general, the results from three-trophic communities align with those of two-trophic communities. In both cases, coexistence is most likely when trophic levels have low species richness (Figure \ref{ap_fig:tri_trophic}G-I). Niche differences in the first trophic level remain unaffected by the trophic composition (Figure \ref{ap_fig:tri_trophic} A), while the niche differences of the second and third levels are affected (Figure \ref{ap_fig:tri_trophic}B and C). The fitness differences of the second and third trophic levels are largely unaffected by the trophic composition, except for a slight increase fitness when there is a high percentage of lower-trophic species present (Figure \ref{ap_fig:tri_trophic}E,F), conversely the trophic composition affects the fitness differences of the lower-trophic trophic level. These observations can be explained heuristically using similar reasoning as in two-trophic communities.

Finally, to explore the most stable multitrophic structures, we randomly chose a mean interaction strength $\alpha$, standard-deviation of interaction strength $\sigma$, species richness $n$ and mortality rate of higher trophic level $m_i$. For each of the 100 random parametrization, we kept the five most stable community compositions. This lead to a distribution of communities where approximately 60-80\% of the species are in the first trophic level (Figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_trophic_networks}A)

We then compared our results on  tri-trophic communities with empirical data.
We analyzed 358 food webs from web of life (\textsc{www.web-of-life.es}). We determined the trophic level of each species by considering species without prey as lower-trophic and assigned them a trophic level of 1. For all other species, we calculated their trophic level by taking the mean of their prey's trophic levels and adding 1, We were able to compute the trophic levels for 347 of the 358 food-webs. We grouped species with trophic levels between 2 and 2.5 into the second trophic level, species with trophic levels between 2.5 and 3.5 into the third trophic level and so on (see Figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_distribution}B).
We excluded 157 communities where the maximum trophic level exceeded 3.5 (Figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_distribution}A).
Finally, we excluded 60 communities which had no species in the third trophic level, resulting in a total of 130 tri-trophic communities.

We then quantified the divergence between the theoretical null expectation (Figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_distribution}A) and the empirical pattern (Figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_distribution}B). While the Kullback–Leibler divergence is a standard measure, the limited size of the empirical data set renders a kernel density estimate challenging. Thus, we utilized a nearest-neighbor estimator of distribution distance. The calculated divergence was found to be $0.04$. To interpret this divergence, we compared it with a divergence from a random expectation, where the number of species at each trophic level is randomly drawn. In this case, the divergence averaged $0.73$, with a standard deviation of $0.0023$. The resulting z-score was $-13.8$, which indicates that our null expectation has significantly better explanatory power than the random expectation. This comparative analysis demonstrates that our theoretical null expectations are a more robust explanation of the patterns observed in empirical data than would be expected from a random distribution.

\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=0.9\textwidth]{figure/Fig4.pdf}
\caption{\textbf{How community composition affects niche and fitness differences in three-trophic communities.}
We computed niche differences (A-C), fitness differences (D-F) and robustness of coexistence, i.e. $\mathcal{N}_i-\mathcal{F}_i$ (G-I) for tri-trophic communities with 21 species in total, but varying the percentage of species per trophic level (the axis of the ternary plots), and show the mean per trophic level (A,D,G for the first trophic level, B,E,H for the second and C,F,I for the thrid).
As found with the two-trophic communities, community composition affects the fitness differences of the first trophic level (Panel D), but not the niche differences of the first trophic level (Panels A).
However, community composition affects niche differences and to a lesser extent fitness differences of the higher trophic levels (Panels B, C, E \& F).
Finally, coexistence within each trophic level is most robust, i.e. $\mathcal{N}_i-\mathcal{F}_i$ is large (yellow dots), if the richness in this trophic level is low (G-I).
For the first trophic level this pattern is driven by the low fitness differences, by the higher trophic levels this pattern is driven by the large niche differences.
}
\label{ap_fig:tri_trophic}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Fig5.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Comparing theoretical null expectation with the empirical pattern.} The location in the ternary plots shows the respective proportions of each trophic level. T1, T2, T3 represent the proportion of the first, second, and third trophic, respectively. Panel A: For 500 different parameter settings we computed the top 5 most stable trophic configurations similar to those in figure \ref{ap_fig:tri_trophic}. Panel B: Trophical composition of empirical food webs from Web of Life. Species with intermediate trophic levels were rounded to the nearest integer. Species with trophic levels 4 and higher were lumped with species from level 3. }
    \label{ap_fig:empirical_trophic_networks}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Figure_ap_trophic_levels_empirical_data.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Distribution of trophic levels and species richness in the empirical data.} A: Histogram of the trophic level of all species from all communities. The datasets contained considerable amount of omnivory leading to non-integer trophic levels. For figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_trophic_networks}, the trophic levels were rounded to the nearest integer.
    B: Species richness of the different communities, any community containing a species with a trophic level above 3.5 was excluded from the analysis in figure \ref{ap_fig:empirical_trophic_networks}.
    \label{ap_fig:empirical_distribution}}
\end{figure}
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\section{Analysis of empirical food webs}\label{appendix.empirical}
\begin{figure}[H]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Figure_NFD_seasonal3.pdf}
    \caption{Niche and fitness differences map for the empirical data of temperate forest in the summer (left panel) and the winter (right panel). Subplots show the distribution of niche and fitness differences for the higher and lower trophic level. Both lower and higher trophic level have a comparable variance in niche differences. However, the lower trophic level has a much higher variance in fitness differences, while the higher trophic level has a much smaller variance of fitness differences. We hence conclude that the lower trophic level is driven by fitness differences, while the higher trophic level is driven by niche differences.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[H]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width= \textwidth]{figure/Figure_NFD_seasonal_statistics.pdf}
    \caption{Changes of niche and fitness differences across seasons. Each panel shows fitness/niche difference for lower/higher-trophic species. Each point denotes a different species, and the line connects the same species in two seasons. Overall, we find that niche differences change the most in higher trophic species, while fitness differences change the most in lower trophic species.}
\end{figure}
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